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MELC to sponsor CLE seminar Law Week activities set
By Paul Jesse
Contributor
The Midwest Environmental Law Caucus (MELC) is
sponsoring an accredited
continuing legal education
seminar, entitled Aspects of the
1990 Amendments to the Clean
Air Act. The seminar will be
held at the Valparaiso
University School of Law on
Wednesday, April 3, 1991.
MELC has selected the April 3,
1991 date because it falls during
the middle of Law Week which
is a vibrant and exciting time of
the year for the Law School
community. MELC's program
calls for two one-hour lectures
in the morning half of the
program and two one-hour
lectures in the afternoon
portion of the program. The
seminar will be held in the
School of Law's court room.
Following the morning
program, program speakers
and participants will be shuttled
over to the Porter County
Exposition Center for lunch
with Valparaiso law students
and Faculty during the Law
Week Luncheon. MELC is cosponsoring the Law Week
Luncheon with the Student Bar
Valparai o
o 1a 10 ,
University Law Review, and
other student organizations.
The keyncHe speaker for the
luncheon is former Governor

and U.S. Senator from
Wisconsin, Gaylord Nelson.
Known as the "Founding Father
of Earth Day," Senator Nelson
currently serves as Counselor
to the Wilderness Society.

Aspects of the 1990
amendments to the
Clean Air Act will
be discussed.
During the morning
segment of the seminar, Mr.
Anthony Giglio, of the Chicago
office of Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue, and Mr. Laurence
McHugh of the South Bend
Office of Barnes & Thornburg,
will address corporate and
private practice aspects of the
new amendments. Mr. Giglio
will discuss acid rain and
enforcement issues, while Mr.
McHugh will provide an
analysis of the legislation's
treatment of air toxies. The
afternoon segment of the
program will focus on the EPA's
administration and enforcement
of the new legislation. Mr.
Bertram Frey, Acting Regional
Counsel for U.S. EPA Region V.
and Mr. Donald Elliott, General
Counsel to the U.S. EPA, will
provide regional as well as
national insights on the
implementation
and

enforcement of the new
amend_ments.
General Counsel Elliott was
confirmed unanimously by the
United States Senate· on
October 20, 1989, as A-ssistant
Administrator and General
Counsel of the United States
Environmental Protection
Agency. In that position, he
serves as chief legal advisor to
the Administrator of the EPA
and heads a staff of over 100
lawyers that provides legal
services to all of EPA's offices
and programs.
- Professor Elliott is on leave
of absence from his position as
a tenured professor of law at
the Yale Law Schoo~ where he
has taught since 1981.
Professor Elliott specializes in
environmental law and toxic
torts, torts, administrative and
constitutional law, and has
authored more than two dozen
articles about law in popular
publication and professional
journals. From 1985, until june
of 1989, Professor Elliott also
served as Special Litigation
Counsel,
Corporate
Environmental Programs,
General Electric Company,
where he was responsible for
the defense of General
El tri ' toxi o t case .

function because of past
incidents, and that the security
guards are off-duty policemen
This year's Law Week who would probably be glad to
activities will begin with the fmd us another place to spend
Luncheon on Wednesday April the evening. Seriously, this year
3. The Luncheon will begin at the SBA is providing a free
12:00 and end at 2:00. The shuttle service to and from the
Keynote speaker for this year's law school.
luncheon is Gaylord Nelson,
The security guys will be on
founder and 1991 chairman of the lookout for those too drunk
"Earth Day". Senator Nelson to drive. If you are asked to get
will speak about Earth Day and in the van, please do so.
how it affects us. The luncheon Hopefully no one will need to be
will take place at the Porter asked. Again, this is free to the
County Expo Center.
students so please take
The Roast this year-will have advantage of it. The reason we
a few new twists. Also, af the do this is because we care about
Porter County Expo Center, the your lives and careers and we
Roast will begin at 7:00 on would hate to see either ruined.
hursday, April 4, with the
doors opening at 6:30. The
Finally, Barrister's Ball will
Roast will begin with a slide take place at the Indian Oak Inn
show, then at 7:30 we will have a in Chesterton at 6:00, Saturday
lip-sync contest, to be judged by April 6. Cocktails will be served
faculty members. At 7:45 we will from 6:00 to 7:00. At 7:00 dinner
Roast the third year class and will be served and at 8:00 the
some select members of the band (Chic) wilJ play until
faculty.
midnight. There are hotels in
Instead of having faculty do the the area for those who wish
the Roast this year, we are to stay in Chesterton.
going
to
let
students
The Indian Oak Inn has a
impersonate faculty as they special room rate of $54 for law
Roast, so no one is safe. At 8:00 students that night. There is
comedian Ken Severa will also an Econo-Lodge and a
perform and finally at 9:00 DJ Super 8 Motel nearby, both o
Kerry Ko ika will play dance which are new. If you plan on
music unti11:00.
drinking at Barrister's please
Professor Elliott is a 1970
Please remember that the designate a driver or budget for
Expo Center requires the Law a hotel.
see ]esse, Page 3 School to have security at this
Have a fun week!

Appellate Court hears arguments
ByDanBuksa
As ociate News Editor

Supreme Court was also
invited," continued Mead, "but
unfortunately, could not make

The Indiana Court of it"
Interestingly enough, all
Appeals heard oral arguments
in the VU School of Law three panel judges are VU
courtroom on Wednesday, School of Law alumni. The
March 20 at the invitation of the Chief Judge of the Indiana
Court o-f Appeals, Wesley W.
legal fraternity Phi Delta Phi.
Phi Delta Phi has been Ratliff, Jr, was a 1950 graduate.
sponsoring the court of appeals Presiding Judge George B.
session at the law school for at Hoffman, Jr. was a 1951
least fifteen years, according to graduate. judge William
Phred Mackraz, Phi Delta Phi Conover graduated in 1951, and
Judge Robert D. Rucker, the
President.
Terri Mead, an officer of Phi · newest member of the Indiana
Delta Phi stated that "the Court of Appeals was a 1976
purpose of having the session graduate. Mead said that "it
here was to help first year was Phi Delta Phi's intent to
students in preparing for their request all three Valpo alumni
oral arguments. The Indiana to appear at the law school."

Indiana Appellate Court judges (from left): William Conover,
Wesley Ratliff, George Hoffman and Robert Rucker.. .-... no.~

By Donna McCoy
Lifestyles Editor

1991-92 SBA BoARD

The court heard two cases,
PRESIDENT: GEORGE PATRICK
one in the morning, the other in ·
VICE PRESIDENT: ERICKA SCHUMACKER
the afternoon. The court room
was filled to capacity, with
SECRETARY: KIM BAKER
standing room only both times.
TREAsURER: EvAN ANDERSON
The morning case was Lee v.
Indiana. It was a consolidation
FACUL1Y REPRESENTATIVES
case involving several Fort
Wayne women who were
3L: TOM BROOKS
convicted of corrupt business
2L:
MARK KOSANOVICH
influences and promoting
prostitution. The defense
centered around the timeliness
3LSBAREPs:
of the trial and whether certain
DREW DIILWORni
evidence
should
have
USA GRAY
submitted to the jury. The state
responded by saying that it
followed all of the state's rules
2LSBAREPS:
for criminal procedure.
DENISE SCHAFER
Between cases, a luncheon
CARLENE KAY
and reception was given for the
judges, provided by Phi Delta
CAROL MONTAVON
Phi
along
with
the
administration and faculty.
ABA REP:
Knight v. Indiana was the
. TluNO loPEZ
afternoon case. Knight was the
City Controller of East Chicago
who was convicted for paying ._a_u_d-ie-n-ce-.-0-n_e_q_u_e_s_ti_o_n_d_e_a_lt-w-ri-ti_n_g_e_x_p_e_r-ie_n_c-e,-a-n_d_g_o~od
false receipts that were
sub~itted t? h~s office by the
Samtary D1stnct. He stated
!ha~ ~e should not ?ave. be~n
md•y•~ually responsible m h1s
posthon as Controller. The
state said that Knight's actions
were unreasonabl~ an.d .that he
~hould be held md1v1dually
liable.
·
After each case. the judge's
entertained questions from the

with what qualifications the
judge's looked for when hiring
law clerks. Hoffman said that
"writing ability along with the
ability to get along with other
staff members was important."
Ratliff and Rucker stated that
they looked for academic
standing in the top twenty-five
percent, previous work and

researching ability.
_
The judges also provided
insight into the benefits to
students who listened and
observed the court sessions.
Rucker said that "too often, law
school is just an academic
environment; its sterile." "'This
[the court sessions] is what is
real." He continued by saying

see Buksa, page 11
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Domestic violence is national problem Stanley Kaplan may halt bar reviews
By Ann Lederer
Contributor
"Every 15 seconds, a women
is physically assaulted within
her home." Lavoyn Hygema
from the Caring Place, Inc.
came to the law school on
Monday, March 25th to speak
about domestic violence. Ms.
Hygema spoke about how the
Caring Place operates, the cycle
of domestic violence, the
problems victims of domestic
violence encounter in everyday
situations and within the law.
This lecture was sponsored by
the Equal Justice Alliance,
Women's
Law
Student
Association, and Coalition for
Choice.
Many people do not realize
how prevalent domestic
violence is and that domestic
violence occurs in all socioeconomic statuses. In fact, the
average income in households
of domestic violence is $40,000
per year.
There are three definite
phases in the cycle of domestic
violence. Phase One is called
Tension Building. During this
phase the tension increases and

this period can last anywhere
from a couple of months to
several years. Phase Two is
recognized when there is a
discharge of the built-up tension
in the form of battering. This
may include physical battering
or emotional/psychological
abuse. Phase Three is called
the "Honeymoon Stage."
During Phase lbree the abuser
apologizes, often times with
gifts and promises that it will not
happen again. This is a very
loving stage and explains in part
why there is domestic violence
and why the cycle continues
until the victim is finally able to
get out of the cycle. On the
average, a victim reconciles with
their boyfriend or spouse six
times before they are able to
break free from the cycle.
During the whole cycle, the
abuser asserts power and
control over the victim. This
control is established and
reinforced through emotional
abuse, economic abuse, sexual
abuse, using the children,
threats, using male privilege,
intimidation, and isolation. For
instance, the abuser often
emotionally abuses the victim

3L Ann Lederer, left, and Lavoyn Hygema of the Caring Place at
a recent forum on domesti c violence. Photo by Doug Lai.ooe.

by putting her down, calling her By Terry Carter
names, playing mind games.
Stanley H. Kaplan-SMH Bar
Often times the abuser will treat
the victim like a servant, Review - a joint venture that is
making all the "big" decisions, one of two national full-service
not allowing her to work, and/ or operations in the field - may
he maintains all control over the have flunked some big tests in
finances. These are just some of the business world and could
the examples of how the abuser cease operating this year.
~f the company does halt
establishes and maintains
operations, it is unclear what
control over the victim.'
The results of domestic will happen to deposits and
violence are devastating. One of other monies students have
the most damaging results is paid toward future review
the victim's loss of self-esteem. courses from Kaplan-SMH.
Students are encouraged to
The victim is unable to make
sign
up for the courses their
any decisions for themselves
first
year
of law school, when
and lives in a constant state of
fear. Understanding the affects they get reduced rates, with
of domestic violence helps one prices for the classes
to understand why it is so increasing as they progress
difficult to get out of an abusive through school. Further, those
relationship. Ms. Hygema re- who take the course and fail
emphasized the difficulties of the bar exam are allowed to
breaking the cycle when she repeat the course free or at a
stated, "he said he would hit me astly reduced rate.
Kaplan-SMH's four stateand he did, he said he would
beat me and he did, he says that · regional directors, based in
he'll kill me if I leave him ... so California, New York, Texas
why wouldn't he?" Many people and Florida, were notified
ask, "why does she stay?" But recently that their jobs will be
really the question ought to be terminated. Another 30 or so
full-time staffers nationwide
phrased, "why does he hit?"
Learning about domestic reportedly were told their
violence is vital in the legal field. current jobs will end then but
Ms. Hygema said that the law that they probably can be
has improved to protect victims, absorbed in the Kaplan
however, there is a great need organization, which has long
for improvement.
It is been the national leader in
·neeessary to educate judges and review courses for the SAT,
lawyers about the cycle of LSAT and GMAT and is
domestic violence so that they involved in others.
Student representatives in
can understand their clients and
change the laws to protect California law schools- those
who sign other students up for
victims of domestic violence.
The Caring Place has a 22 the courses years in advance
bed shelter and a 24-hour crisis and themselves get the
line. If you would like to courses for free and
receive
volunteer, receive more sometimes
information, or need assistance, commissions as well - were
you should call the Caring Place notified by letters posted
Friday, January 11, 1991, to
at 464-2128.
cease operations for now and
not to accept any deposits or
payments for future courses
without permits now may be until further notice.
unable to obtain permits to
The letter from Kaplanallow their operations to SMH,s director of California
continue unaffected.
operations Richard A. Hall,
3} Requiring vapor recovery said in part: "During the
nozzles on service stations (holiday) break, Kaplan-SMH
dispensing more than 10,000 began a process of regallons of gasoline per month. evaluating
marketing
F1eet owners in particular need strategies, as well as possible
to be aware of this and other changes in course delivery."
new requirements.
Some in the industry see
4) Enhanced inspection and this as a failed marriage
maintenance
for
all
automobiles.
Areas designated as
"marginal" with respect to By Doris Robinson
excessive ozone levels must Staff Writer
achieve compliance with ozone
targets by 1993. Some of the
On March 22, the Black
measures discussed above may Law Student Association
be implemented by local (BLSA) hosted a reception and
authorities to achieve an annual recognized the achievements
pollution reduction goal. of several alumni.
Locally, authorities may select
BLSA formally honored
specific measures to enact. In Justice Robert Rucker on his
turn, local businesses can work appointment to the Indiana
to identify potential costs of a Court of Appeals.
The
proposed measure and be organization congratulated
prepared to comment on Judge Bernard Carter on his
unnecessary or ineffective cost election to the bench. In
measures. The geographical addition, former Gary, Indiana
boundaries of the most polluted mayor Richard Hatcher was
areas, known as "non- recognized for his leadership
attainment areas," have not in both the community and
been finalized.
Emission the law school. BLSA thanks
sources bordering these areas these alumni for their
see clean air, page 11 continued interest in the

Overview of 1990 Clean Air Act amendments
By Paul Jesse
Contributor
On November 15, 1990,
President George Bush signed
the Clean Air Act Amendments
into law. For the first time,
many previously unregulated
sources of air pollution,
particularly smaller businesses,
will face permit requirements
and air pollution controls.
During the next 18 months, the
United States Environmental
Protection Agency and each
state will develop regulations to
implement the new rules. It is
estimated that the U.S. EPA
alone will draft more than 400
n w regulation .
Since the new regulations
will affect virtually every
bu ines , its suppliers or its
cu tomers, it is important for
businesses to begin assessing
the po tential impacts of the
legislation now. More than
150,000 businesses will need
EPA permits for the first time.
The new amendments will
affect large industrial and
manufacturing facilities as well
as many smaJler busines es.
such as dry cleaners, gas
stations and bakeries. Proper
planning by the e businesse
can reduce implementation
costs and may afford the

opportunity to affect the
regulations directly.

The new law establishes a
schedule for geographic areas
to deal with excessive ozone
levels. Excessive ozone levels
can be caused by the burning of
hydrocarbons, such as vehicle
exhaust, or by the evaporation
of hydrocarbons as with paint or
stain drying. Some industrial
areas, such as Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Dayton and Toledo
have been designated as
"moderate areas" requiring
ozone pollution to be reduced to
acceptable levels by 1996.
These areas must achieve a 3
percent reduction in emission
levels each year until the ozone
target is met. Some of the
expected measures to reduce
emission levels will include:
1) A reduction from 100 tons
per year to 50 tons per year in
the definition of "major source"
of pollution emissions. The
reduction will make it more
difficult to obtain permits to
expand operations and may
subject existing sources of 50
tons or more to increased
controls.
2} Increased scrutiny on 11
new permits. Pollution sources

between a huge corporation,
The Washington Post Co.,
which owns the Kaplan
operation, and a New England
entrepreneur,
Walter
McLaughlin, a practicing
lawyer who runs the BostonbasedSMH.
Kaplan came to the joint
venture in the mid-1980s with a
national network of centers
already handling its SAT, LM
and other review courses - the
distribution end of the
operation - and McLaughlin
brought the intellectual
package. They combined on
the marketing, though Kaplan
was already much better
known lar er and national.

If the company does
halt operations, it is
unclear what will
happen to deposits and
other student monies...
The original plan was for
The Washington Post Co. to
eventually buy out SMH, but
McLaughlin
broke
of
negotiations in November,
1990, sources close to the
matter said. McLaughlin, who
has wide holdings in
commercial real estate in the
depressed Northeast market,
complained that the Post
Company's bid was far too low,
the sources said.
At the beginning of the joint
venture, when the bar review
course
offerings
went
nationwide in the various
Kaplan centers, the Post
company was reluctant to
pump money into the
operation because it would
drive up the value and
McLaughlin's eventual asking
price, according to sources
familiar with negotiations. The
initial startup in operations
such as review courses is
costly but after five years the
profit margins are high,
industry sources said.
In more recent years,
though, the financial concerns
of the joint venture partners
reversed and McLaughlin was
less interested in putting
money into it, even to the point
ot cutting, out the use o

see Kaplan, page 11

ELSA honors alum achievements
student organization as shown
by their willingness to
participate when called upon
and their voluntary offers of
assistance.
During the reception, Dean
made
the
Gaffney
announcement of a scholarship
to be named in honor of Judge
Rucker. BLSA then presented
these guests with engraved
gifts as a symbol of th~
organization's appreciation for
the honorees' support and as
recognition of their personal
achievments. BLSA President
Cynthia Taylor hopes to
inititiate the creation of a Black
Alumni Association to assist
students by articulating and
promoting the professional
needs of black law students.
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German Barrister discusses reunification
ByGregCopp
Associate News Editor

marks which will be funneled
into former East Germany over
the next tWo years. But private
Events moved rapidly last West German interests have
October as West and East been leery of investing in East
Germany reunified to form one Germany because of its lack of
German nation for the first a trained work force, obsolete
time in nearly 50 years. But industrial facilities, inadequate
German barrister Holger communication
and
Franke says it will take at least - transportation
networks,
another decade for former East pollution, and uncertainty over
Germany to achieve economic property ownership.
and social parity with it's West
Franke said land and
German countrymen.
factories expropriated by the
Franke, a barrister to the
Supreme Court of SchleswigHolstein, spoke on the situation
in Germany March 26th at VU
School of Law.
"It was not a unification of
two equal nations," said
Franke. "The East German
planned economy is hardly able
Holger Franke
to cope with a free market.
The East German industrial East German government over
plants are too old and rotten, the last four decades are now
likewise
their
public
being offered to the former
administration, and the traffic owners. But sorting out the
and communication systems."
rightful owners has proven
Franke said inefficient East difficult and time consuming.
German industries such as coal
West German companies are
mining and ship building are
hesitant to buy East German
struggling to survive and are property for development with
laying off huge numbers of so many titles clouded.
workers. Unemployment in
Pollution is another major
former East Germany is obstacle to development. "It
expected to reach 40 to 50 was a shock for many West
percent within a year.
German politicians when they
"The East Germans thought realized the dimensions of
the West German system pollution in East Germany,"
would bring prosperity, where said Franke. "In many areas
it has brought unemployment the ground is heavily
and uncertainty," said Franke. contaminated,
and
the
"This
is
a
dangerous treatment for the contaminated
d v lo ment, and sensitivity is ground is very expensive."
needed to deal with those
East Germany adopted the
feelings with care."
West German law system last
Franke feels West Germany October, but Franke pointed
owes a moral debt to the East out that East German judges
Germans who threw off their and lawyers disciplined in
communist masters in 1989. socialist law are not qualified to
"The rich West Germans administer the West German
shouldn't forget that the East system. "Another question that
Germans· made the first must be asked is do we want
peaceful revolution in German district attorneys and judges
history," he said.
who are communists?" said
Two weeks ago, German
Franke, who answered that he
leader Helmut Kohl announced
feels all of them should be
the large t tax increase in postdismissed, "not because they
war German history to help
are communists, but because
raise an estimated 16 billion
they ignored individuals' rights.

"The richest West
Germans shouldn't
forget that the East
Germans made the first
peaceful revolution in
German history. "

"Many of them collaborated,
many of them had to
collaborate, with the East
German secret police, which
had 200,000 employees and
files on half the population,"
said Franke, who added that
those judges and district
attorneys prosecuted and
sentenced
70,000
East
Germans for political crimes
from 1980 to 1989 alone.
"Our frrst goal must be to
regain the confidence to the
East German people in a
constitutional
state
by
establishing a law system that
takes
individual
rights
seriously," claimed Franke.
The West German
constitution, drafted with the
approval of the victorious allies
after World War II, was written
with the· expectation that it
would be re-drafted once two
Germanies reunified. Franke
said rewriting the constitution
became a moot question when
the East Germans simply
adopted the West German
constitution.
Franke said there is some
support for changing the
constitution to allow for the
deployment of German troops
outside NATO territory. There
is also talk of adding an article
to the constitution that would
make protection of the
environment a stated national
goal.
Former East and West
Germany are split over the
abortion issue, with abortions
legalized during the first three
months of pregnancy in East
Germany, but proscribed by
law in West Germany unless
one or more specified
conditions exists.
As a
compromise, East and West
Germany will continue to apply
their own abortion laws for the
next two years, with the goal of
reaching a common solution on
the issue by 1993. Franke
favors adopting the East
German law because "criminal
law is not the proper way to
deal with the issue of abortion."

Environmental Moot Court team competes
By Daniel Buksa
Assistant News Editor
Taking in the sights of New
York, along with the positive
experience of competing in a
moot court made the
Environmental Moot Court
competition in White Plains,
Y both enjoyable and
worthwhile, according to coach
Laura Dooley.
The competition was held
February 21, 22, and 23 at the
Pace Law School in White
Plains, New York. Valparaiso
U niversity s t eam of Jeff
Clymer, Celia Horner, and
Cynthia Oppliger, along with
Dooley, were among fifty law
schools competing.
At issue was an appeal of a
criminal environmental case in
which a corporate CEO and a
mid-level manager had been
convicted for omitting material
fact in response to an EPA

inquiry.
The moot court format was
unique, according to Dooley, in
that there were three sides
argued, instead of the usual two
sides in other moot court
competitions.
There were three
preliminary rounds. Individual
teams argued a different
position:
government,
defendants, and intervenor,
during these preparatory
rounds. Twelve teams with the
highest combined preliminary
total advanced to the quarterfinals.
Valparaiso's team won one of
the preliminary rounds, but
because of the scoring system
in which scores from all three
preliminary rounds were
combined,
advanced no
further.
Valparaiso finished 19th
overall in the competition,
although the team's brief was

awarded fifth place. This was
Valparaiso's
first
year
competing
in
the
Environmental Moot Court
competition.
Dooley said that the
Valparaiso team was selected
from
an
intramural
competition in which thirteen
students vied for the three
participating team spots. Ten
dress rehearsals were held at
the law school in preparation
for the competition. The
judging panel was comprised of
faculty members and local
attorneys.
In addition to the
competition, team members
were afforded the opportunity
to listen to various speakers
and participate in seminars
involving
environmental
concerns. There were also
several workshops sponsored

see competes, page 9
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BARRISTERS BALL
APRIL 6,

1991
7:00PM
INDIAN OAK INN
SPONSORED BY SruoEm' BAR AssociATION co-SPONSORED BY IWNOIS SrATI: BAR ASSOCIATION.

jesse, from page 1
graduate of Yale College (Phi
Beta Kappa, summa cum laude)
and Yale Law School (1974; first
in class). Before joining the
Yale Law School Faculty in
1981, Elliott was in private
practice with a law firm in
Washington, D.C. (Leva, Hawes,
Symington,
Martin
&
Oppenheimer) and served as a
law clerk to U.S. District Court
Judge Gerhard Gesell and U.S.
Circuit Judge David Bazelon.
He has served as a consultant to
the Carnegie Commission on
Science, Technology, and
Government, and the Federal
Courts Study Committee, the
Administrative Conference of
the United States, and as ViceChair of the American Bar
Association Administrative Law
Section's Committee on
Separation
of
Powers.
Professor Elliott is married to
Mary Ellen Savage. They have
two children ages 4 and 6.
Mr. Bertram C. Frey is
Acting Regional Counsel,
United States Environmental
Protection-Agency, Region V,
Chicago, Illinois. Region V
consists geographically of
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio.
The Chicago Office of Regional
Counsel employs approximately
100 attorneys. Mr. Frey is
responsible for review of
enforcement
cases
and.
defensive litigation for air,
water, safe drinking water,
pesticides, toxic substances,
hazardous waste and Superfund
matters in Region V. He also
reviews financial law and
personnel Jaw matters for the
region.
Mr. Frey has published
articles on the public trust
doctrine as a vehicle for
environmental protection and is
co-author of a recent article on
anti-backsliding under the
Clean Water Act. He is a
frequent speaker on a variety of
environmental law issues. Prior
to his service with the
Environmental
Protection
Agency, Mr. Frey served as a
law clerk to two former
Presiding Judges of the Illinois

Beshears, located in Phoenix,
Arizona, from 1987 to 1989.
From 1973 to 1987, Mr.
McHugh was associated with
the firm of Rooks, Pitts & Poust
in Chicago, Illinois. From 1981
to 1982, Mr. McHugh was
Visiting
Lecturer
in
Environmental Law, at the
Northern Illinois University
School of Law.
Mr. McHugh received his
A.B. in History, magna cum
laud in 1970, from Indiana
University,
Bloomington,
Indiana. He is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa. Mr. McHugh went
on to receive his J.D., cum laud,
from Indiana School of Law in
1973. While at the School of
Law, Mr. McHugh was a
Contributing Writer and a
member of the Board of Editors
of the Indiana Law journal. He
was named to the Dean's List
while attending the School of
Law.
Anthony G. Giglio is a lawyer
with the firm of Jones, Day,
Reavis & Pogue, resident in the
Firm's Chicago, Illinois, office.
Mr. Giglio is a member of the
Litigation
Group,
Environmental, Health & Safety
Section. He received his B.A.,
with High Distinction and
Honor
from
Valparaiso
University in 1982 and his J.D.,
with Honor, from DePaul
University College of Law in
1985.
Mr. Giglio's practice
includes litigating a broad range
of environmental matters,
including Superfund, the Clean
Water Act and the Clean Air
Act.
In addition, he has
extensive experience in a
variety of environmental
matters, including wetland
restoration and mitigation, and
the
assessment
of
environmental
liabilities
associated with commercial,
real estate and corporate
transactions. Mr. Giglio is
admitted to the Illinois Bar. He
also is a member of various
federal district courts and the
Trial Bar for the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District
of Illinois.

Appellate Court, 5th District,
Students, faculty, and
the Honorable Charles E. Jones
interested
citizens are invited to
and the Honorable John Karns.
attend
the
seminar free of
He earned a Bachelor of Arts
charge.
The
cost to practicing
degree from Haverford College
attorneys
wishing
to attend the
and his law degree· from
Washington University School luncheon and seminar for
continuing legal education
ofl.aw. ·
Seminar
Mr. Laurence McHugh is a credit is $100.
partner with the law firm of materials will be available the
Barnes & Thornburg, and is day of the seminar at cost to
resident in the firm's South students and for $45 to all
Bend, Indiana office. His others. Detailed information
practice concentrates in civil concerning the seminar is
litigation focusing on various posted on MELC's bulletin
aspects of environmental law. board located in the main
Prior to joining Barnes & hallway of the School of Law.
Thornburg, Mr. McHugh For additional information,
practiced with the firm of contact a MELC officer or
O'Connor, Cavanagh, Anderson, MELC's Faculty Advisor,
Westover, Killingsworth & Professor Robert Blomquist.
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From the Editor
By Allen Fore
Editor- in- Chief
I hope everyone enjoyed the
parody issue of the Forum. It is
something that we have had in
the planning stages for some
time. It was not intended to
personally offend anyone. We
even took the time to take shots
at ouselves and members of the
Editorial Board. I guess you
could call us equal opportunity
lampooners.
The Forum produced a
parody issue a number of years
ago, but hasn't done so for
some time. I hope that this reinvigorated tradition will
continue.
***
It's the time of year once
again to celebrate law week. I
hope everyone is planning to
- take advantage of the number
of activities that are planned,
including the Luncheon,
featuring Gaylord Nelson; the
Roast; and the Barrister's Ball.
All events are well worth the
modest ticket price.
***
It was disappointing to see
the lack of spirited competition
during the recent race for
Student Bar Association (SBA)
board positions.
At least one of the offices,
;Treasurer, went uncontested.
Only two people ran for three
available 3L SBA Rep. positions.
And of those who ran for the
executive board, more than one
had to be talked into it. Even
the race for president lacked a
sense of competitiveness that
should always be present
during a race for the leadership
of a student government
I'm not suggesting that we
needed a bitter, divisive
campaign. We've had our share

of those here in the past. What I
am suggesting is that an
election that fails to attract
enough candidates to make
each office contested is a sad
commentary on the perception
students must have of our
student government.
Why the lack of interest?
There are a number of
possibilties.
Perhaps students don't
perceive the SBA as having
much impact on the direction of
the law school. In that
perception, they are probably
right.
Perhaps students didn't see
much, if any, progressive
activity from the SBA this year.
That point may be valid as well.
Perhaps students see the
SBA as simply an organization
that plans parties and hands out
money, and perhaps students
would like to be more
intellectually challenged than
that. I can't argue with that.
Perhaps the biggest reason
students aren't interested is
bacause a prospective employer
would probably look at their
resume' and say, "SBA Rep.,
what's that-- you worked for
the
Small
Business
Administration?
Come to think of it, maybe I
shouldn't be asking why people
didn't run for office, but why
they did!
As a third year and former
SBA officer, it is disappointing
to perceive this apathy towards
our student government during
my fmal year at VU School of
Law.
The SBA is struggling for
survival, and needs a serious
infusion of leadership. I hope
there is enough life left in the
body for the new board to save
it.

Benefits of recycling motor oil
By Kevin Anderson
Contributor
One thrust of today's active
environmental movement is to
condition the behavior of people
throughout the country. Great
gains are accompanied simply
by influencing people to
consider the impact that their
actions will have on the
environment and looking for
less costly alternatives. In
keeping with this goal to
provide those throughout the
law school community with
additional food for thought,
MELC will offer weekly articles
to help further this behavior
conditioning.
I have had an opportunity to
work as a county coordinator
for the West Michigan
Environmental Action Council's
Used Motor Oil Recycling
Program. The Council's efforts
in this area span a twelve year
period during which much has
been achieved. Yet, frequent
etback have kept us from
reaching our goal of the
majority of recyclable oil being
coli t d and pro es ed in the
state of Michigan. Thi article

will share some of the statistical
information compiled by the
program over the years, point
out some of the reasons for the
frequent setbacks and offer a
few suggestions that you may
implement to help find a
solution. The numbers for
Indiana, or any other state for
that matter, are thought to be
well represented by the totals
compiled for Michigan.
Thirteen million gallons of
used motor oil are generated
every year statewide by people
who change their own motor oil.
Of that thirteen million, an
estimated eleven million gallons
of waste oil are improperly
disposed of. Most of this used
oil is either dumped or burned.
To put it in perspective, each
year do-it-yourself oil changers,
in Michigan alone, improperly
dump more oil than was spilled
by the Exxon Valdez in March of
1989!
Oil is di posed of in a variety
of ways and often for what seem
like good reasons. People
spread it on dirt roads and

see recycling, page 12
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Hate speech restrictions risk stifling discussion
ByGregCopp
Associate News Editor
In 196~ Mario Savio
painted the dirtiest four-letter
word in a busy intersection just
off the University of California
at Berkeley campus and started
the free speech (known by
some as the filthy speech)
movement of the Sixties.
Six years later, a lad
named Cohen wore a jacket
emblazoned with that same
vulgarity into a California
courthouse corridor. Officials
feared he might startle the
women and children and
arrested him for disturbing the
peace. The Supreme Court
upheld Cohen's right to wear
that jacket in that place,
reasoning that Cohen wore his
jacket as an all purpose
statement not targeted at any
individual, and that those who
were offended could "avert
their eyes." How they could
avert their eyes before seeing
the jacket was never fully
answered by the court.
At any rate, Cohen's
jacket and Savio's scribbling
offended a lot of people. But
not enough people, .or at least
not the right people, to result in

banning such "speech." As
good an explanation as any is
that Cohen and Savio were
saved by the spirit of the times.
But the times, they are
a changing.
Today,
in
the
enlightened Nineties, between
100 and 200 American colleges
and universities have passed
anti-hate speech codes which
prescribe speech deemed to be
offensive. Anti-hatists from
Brown University in the east to
Stanford in the west are busy
drawing up lists of words,
terms, thoughts and opinions
that are to be banished from
campus discourse. Obviously,
racist epithets and sexist terms
of derision are on the list of
banned speech. But it's really
kind of hard to keep up with the
list because it's growing every
day. Academics seem to be •
waking up every morning
thinking to themselves, "How
can I be offended? Let me
count the ways."
A Smith College orientation
circular
would
abolish
"lookism," defined as judging a
person's value by his or her
looks; a professor from sunbaked California argues that
phrases like "a chink in your

armor" should be jettisoned
from campus vocabularies
because if you look at it long
enough and hard enough you
can discern the faintest
glimmer of offensive content really. The University of
Wisconsin speech code pretty
much covers the waterfront in
prohibiting "speech or conduct
directed at individuals with the
intention to demean them and
create a hostile campus
environment."
Words do have ·power,
and insults can wound. But
those drawing up the lists of
"offensive"
words
and
expressions are taking an awful
lot upon themselves, and are
taking a great risk of policing
thought and stifling discussion.
A Brown student was
expelled for yelling racist and
sexist slurs outside a dormitory
in a drunken outburst. Why
not just oust him for disturbing
the peace? When language
rises to the level of threats,
harassment, disturbing the
peace or defacing property,
causes of action independent of
limits on speech are available.
Let's use them and forget the
speech police. They tend to get
carried away.

judge Ratliff comments on legal profess~on
By Judge Wesley W. Ratliff, Jr.
Now completing fortyone years as a member of the
legal profession, the last
twenty-eight as a member of
the judiciary, I claim the right
to sound off on a number of
topics, namely: the quality of
law school graduates; law
school curriculum; and the
legal profession today.

Quality of Law
Graduates

School

As an appellate judge
since 1980, I have had occasion
to employ fifteen recent law
graduates as law clerks, nine of
them from Valparaiso. Without
exception, I have found them to
be bright, articulate, well
educated lawyers possessing
outstanding analytical ability,
and excellent research and
writing skills. In fact, it has
been a real pleasure to have
had the opportunity to work
with such top quality people.
Of these fifteen, eight have
been women and seven have
been men, and they have
performed equally well.
My contact with recent
law graduates, not only clerks
whom I have hired, but also
practitioners whose work I
have had occasion to review,
persuades me that our law
schoo Is are doing better than
ever in preparing young men
and women for the exacting
demands place upon the
practicing lawyer. This is not to
say that all meet those
standards. I would be less than
honest if I did not recognize the
fact that the performance of
some leaves much to be

desired. However, as I look service reflects the desire to do
back upon the last forty-one more in that area and, in my
years, I remain convinced that view, is a progressive and
today's law school graduates positive step. Yet, much of the
are better educated and better lawyering skills, of necessity,
prepared than those of a will remain to be learned after
generation or two ago. Of law school.
That the law schools
course all is not perfect, but on
expanded
their
the whole, I believe that the have
to
include
present quality of legal curriculum
instruction in a great number of
education is quite good.
new areas is, of course, good.
Law School Curriculum
On the other hand, if the
expansion of law school
Like most lawyers, I curriculum into new expanding
have some opinions about what areas of the law detracts form
should be taught in law school. the traditional basic courses,
Generally, I believe it is most that is not good. One would
important for law schools to hope that a fair balance could
afford their students a strong be maintained and that
and rigorous education in the students will exercise good
basic subjects. No one can judgment in course selections.
The next question
meet the challenges of the legal
which
comes
to mind when
profession unless he or she has
commenting
upon
the
those
course
fulfilled
requirements. Law schools expansion of the curriculum is
have an obligation to the public whether or not the law school
to make sure that all who course can remain a three year
aspire to become members of program or whether a four year
the profession have an course of study is inevitable.
adequate instruction in the Obviously, adding an extra year
would
provide
more
basic subjects.
To be sure, the opportunity for additional
expansion of the law in many subjects and for greater depth
new areas and the proliferation of study in traditional subjects.
of new courses should not be However, adding a year would
overlooked. The inclusion of increase significantly the cost
instruction in these new and of legal education, which is not
expanding areas marks the inconsiderable , both to
ability of the law schools to students and the schools, as
adapt- the curriculum to meet well as taxing existing facilities,
new demands made upon the for to have students an extra
legal profession as it year would increase total
approaches the arrival of the enrollments by approximately
21st century. Demands for one-third. Whether it is
more skills training have placed feasible financially, both to
additional burdens upon law students and school, and
schools and students. The
newly imposed requirement of
see fudge Ratliff, page 11
twenty hours of pro bono
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Anti-discrimination policy

Editor's No~: The following is
a letter from Prof john Potts that
was originally sent to members of
the faculty and stude11t/
representatives. The letter is in
refermce to a proposed change i11
the law school's antidiscrimi11ation Policy which
would prohibit discrimination on
the basis ofsexual orientation.
Since we are Printing letters
that refer to Prof Potts' letter, we
are also printing the original
letter itself to facilitate an
objective understanding of the
issues involved. The Potts letter is
printed with the permission of the
author.
A person might wish to pour
molasses into a crankcase. Each
has its proper function, and is to
be used in light of its purpose
and according to its nature. But
putting molasses into a
crankcase misapprehends the
purpose of both the molasses
and the crankcase and is not an
act proper to the nature of either.
A molasses-in-crankcase
orientation may not affect a
person's ability to be a good
lawyer, but it is not an
orientation we should want to
affirm as normal or natural,
either.
It would not be
something we should want to
either affirm or encourage.
We particularly should not
want to encourage a molasses.incrankcase orientation by
affirmatively stating that we do
not discriminate against persons
with this orientation, when there
is no evidence that we do so
discriminate and some evidence
that we do not. Nor should we
consider shoving our statement
in the face of all potential
employers whom our Career
Services Office has, with much
effort, prevailed upon to visit our
school to interview our students.
Pushing such a statement in the
face on an employer, perhaps the
military, with a large number of
motor vehicles and a kno~n
concern to avoid employees wtth
k
a
molasses-in-cran case
d
orientation
woul
seem
·
especiaUy counter-productive.
ld
h
Just doing this muc bwou f
likely reduce the num er o
employers interviewing here,
· ly
and requiring them affirmative
to agree with our statement
would definitely do so.
Encouraging persons with
m o 1asses-in-crankcase
orientations by a statement of
thin
affirmation is not some
g we
would even consider- because
doing so is downright peculiar.unless affirming molasses-mcrankcase orientations became a
left-wing, .. politically correct"
cause.
Let us not pretend t hat
merely subjective desires are
involved. A merely subjective
k
m o 1asses - i n- c ra n cas.e
orien tation in a person ts
something other people would
not know about Discrimination
wou ld not occur. A nondiscrimination statement would
not be necessar y. Silliness
would be avoided.
If a person's molasses-in·
crankcase orientation is known,

it is for some other reason. If
the person greets people at
cocktail parties with "Hi, I'm Joe
Blow, and I like to put molasses
in crankcases," then people
would know. If the person
practiced putting molasses in
crankcases, then people might
know.
Orientation, in other words,
is a euphemism for practice.
The people who would fear
being discriminated against and
who would demand affirmation
are people who put molasses in
crankcases and who reveal that
fact to others, not people who
are merely tempted. And
affirming the orientation is a
euphemism for affirming the
practice, albeit in a less that
direct way.
Suppose, for
example, that some employer
(the JAG Corps, or some church
group) were to have a policy of
firing those who engaged in
homosexual behavior but not
those who engaged in
heterosexual behavior. They
might fire both, but if they only
fire one, couldn't a court easily
find this to be discrimination
based on sexual orientation? So
orientation protection can mean
behavior protection.
The actual phrase in the
proposed left-wing, "politically
correct"
statement
of
affirmation
is
"sexual
orientation." This comprehends
homosexual (including lesbian)
orientations. But it also includes
orientation toward pedophilia
("abnormal sexual desire in an
adult for children"), and
pedastry ("sodomy between
males, esp. as practice by a man
with a boy"). Webster's New
World Dictionary of the
American Language, Second
College Edition. It includes an
orientation toward sadism and
masochism. It includes an
orientation toward bestiality. It
even includes necrophilia ("an
abnormal fascination with death
and the dead; esp., an erotic
attraction to corpses"). I d. I
suppose if someone likes
vegetables, that would be
included , too. I suspect t h e
·
· "
term "sexual onentahon
h
includes a number of ot er
•
I
d
tendenc·es, as well. But
on t
th
know the names for em.
And how are we to enforce
the policy? Must a young,
dating faculty member accept
dates from members of the
same sex? This might seem
required if the word "unlawful"
is not used . Any campus
d
housing for married stu ents
(there was some) will have to
accept homosexual couples. If
we start a day--care center, we
would not be able to
discriminate against those with
a sexual orientation toward
children.
And what are we to do once
we have identified people with
·
·
unu sual sexua I onentatwns
as
an oppressed class for whom
discrimination should not exist,
by us or by anyone who wants to
interview here? The logical next
· acti.on
step will be an affinna tive
program. The large number of.
heterosexual marriages among
faculty members might be taken
as
evidence
of
past

discrimination, individually and
institutionally. Perhaps we can
write the North Americ~n
Man/Boy Love Association
seeking applications.
Ivan's proposal is the silliest
I've seen yet. It imposes a pagan
political statement on the
Christian institution without
bringing us into compliance with
the AAlS requirement.
I repeat here what I asked at
the February 13, 1991 meeting.
Why did some member of the
administration who knew of the
MLS's proposed rule-making
not tell us about it when we still
had a chance to object to its
going into effect?

Editor's Note: the following is a
subsequent memo from Prof
Potts, da~d March 28, 1991. It is
printed with his Permission.
Christian views and Christian
values sometimes need to be
stated, and stated clearly. In my
memorandum of March 20,199 1,
I attempted to do this, but do it
delica~ly, by using an analogy. I
made no personal attack on
anyone, sticking only to
substance.
We always hope that our
statements will cause no
personal offense to individuals.
But the unanticipated possibility
that they might do so is not a
reason for Christians to be silent
when others seek to change the
character of this institution.
I truly regret that some
people have chosen to respond
to my memorandum wit h ad
hominem invective. They do not
address what I said, but my right
to say it This verbal and written
Christian-bashing is not helpful
to reasoned discussion on the
merits of the proposed law
school policy.

JohnJ. Potts
-----------

Sarcasm and arrogance
Dear Editor~
It is lucky for us and Prof.
f
John Potts that the . .VU Schoo1o
law doesn't discriminate on the
basis of sensitivity towards the
feelings of others; or on the
basis of an ability to carry on
civil
disclosure
about
controversial subjects. If it did,
we'd have to look for- a new tax

prof~7r':t it was the abortion
debate last fall. When given the
h
opportunity to debate t at
difficult question (difficult at
least to those who understand
that both have rights), he
refused Prof. Gromley 's
h
h
invitation to shed Jig t rat er
than heat on the issue. Instead,
d
he preached, bullied, an
insulted his opponent.
He similarly refused Prof.
Bodensteiner's plea to explore
common ground between the
opposing views, to engage in a
dialogue t o discover whether
there is a way to understand
"life" and "cho ice" not as
mutually exc~usive alter natives
but instead as integrally related
ideas of which one necessarily
implies the other. Instead of
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practicing the lawyerly art of
persuasion, he played the
zealot. He convinced me that
he was against abortion, but he
didn't convince me why I
should be (though I am).
Now the issue is
homosexuality. Once again,
Prof. Potts makes clear where
SO-IOOLOF
he stands, but once again he
has not told us why we should
stand with him. He asserts via
a crude metaphor that
Vol. XXI No. 6
homosexuality is not true to the
"nature" of human beings; that
April1,1991
for that reason it is morally
wrong; and that our school
should therefore not implicitly
EDITORIAL BOARD
endorse
or
encourage
homosexuality by announcing a
policy to not discriminate on
Allen Fore
the basis of sexual orientation.
Fine. Though I disagree
Editor-in-Chief
with both his premise and his
conclusion, his opinion is
Alex Moskovic
shared by many reputable
persons at this law school and
Managing Editor
elsewhere. It is a serious
argument that should not be
Ken Skolnik
dismissed out of hand as silly,
Associate Editor
illiberal, or chauvinist.
But the tone of his
memorandum was, as it was in
Kristi Brown
the abortion debate, sarcastic,
News Editor
insulting, and degrading. He
seemed to not know- or care
_ that members of our
Michael Swart
community
who
are
homosexual are hurt when
Viewpoints Editor
their sexuality is denied and
disparaged. Even if Prof. Potts
Donna McCoy
sincerely believes that gay men
and lesbians are wrong Scott Kozlov
either morally wrong or
Lifestyles Editors
factually incorrect - in their
conviction that their sexuality is
a gift from God and is as much
Drew Dillworth
a part of their nature as
Sports Edt'tor
heterosexuality,
lefthandedness, or baldness is for
others, he owes them (at least)
Doug Lalone
a duty of loving respect and
tenderness towards their
Photo Editor
feelings, even as he disagrees
with them.
Instead of
compassion and humility we
EDITORIAL STAFF
getsarcasmandarrogance.
Note well: I am not
complaining about the vigor
Greg Copp
with which Prof. Potts
Dan Buksa
expressed his views. I hate
Joel Lopez
mealymouthedness ·a nd word
mincing as much as the next Lorin Schuchardt
polemicist. But one need only
----------read Prof. Stith's two
The opinions expressed in
memoranda to see that one ca.n the Forum are those of the
d
h
argue intelligently an w1t authors and. do not necessarily
d
passion without insulting an represent the views of the
demeaning one's opponents.
School of Law faculty, students,
My complaint is that Prof. or adrmru··strative staff.
Potts' diatribe will further
Please send correspondence
diminish the ability of. this to: Editor, Forum, ValparC}iso
community to commumcate University School of Law,
constructively with eac.h other Wesemann Hall, Valparaiso,
over controversial subJ~ts. I Inrliana 46383. (219) 465-7831.
fear that the opportumty for Artt.cles may also be submitted
b th
dialogue presented Y e non- to the Forum office, Room 202,
di.scrim~nation polic~ pro~osal Heritage Hall. The editors
will begm and end wtth a you- reserve the right to edit articles
have-your-views-and-I-have- to assure grammatical accuracy
mine" sort of non-argument, and to keep the letters to a
leaving the majority smug and reasonable length. The ·Forum
h 1
unchallenged and t e osers subscribes to the Washington
unconvinced and embittered. Post Wri~r's Group.
I agree with Prof.
The Forum is published
Brockington that Prof. Potts' monthly during the academic
·
memorandum
must not go year. Subscriptions are available
unnoticed (fat chance of that) for $12.00.
or unremarked. I also agree
-----------that Prof. ~otts owes the entire
'l'r~--.
ACE
community an apology for his
.l.lllKU
~
LSD Competi.ti.on
outburst.
1989
As we await the apology,
Entire Newspaper~

e Forum·

LAW

pT

A
. BA/

see letters, pa·cr:e
7 Rel\orlingCiasOvseAr
the Year
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Democrat hopes dim for 1992
By George Will
We are less than twelve
months from the New
Hampshire primary and less
than certain that we still say
America has a two-party
system. For now, we seem to
have one-and-a-half party
system, with party competition
stopping short of the
presidential level.
Electing a president has
been difficult enough for
Democrats since 1952. They
have been in a 10-election
slump, during which they have
played .300 ball, a winning
percentage .101 points below
that of year's Atlanta Braves. (A
shift of a few votes in 1960 and
1976 would have made the
would have made the
Democrats one-for-10 from 1952
through 1988.)
Defeating an incumbent
president is usually hard. It has
never been done in the
afterglow of a successful war.

with 1952, Democrats have lost
seven of the ten elections, and
five of the last six. Since 1952
Republicans have won 69
percent of the electoral votes.
Since 1968 they have won 79
percent
In the ten elections since
1952, 32 states that today have
322 electoral votes (52 more
than the 270 needed to win)
have gone Republican seven or
more times. Twenty-seven
states with 261 votes have gone
Republican eight or more times.
An even clearer era of
Republican ascendancy began

Defeating an incumbent
president is usually hard.
It has never been done in
the afterglow of a
successful war.
in 1968. Since then, Democrats
have won only one election, and
t hat by a wh isker, in 1976,
barely beating an accidental
oresid e nt an d a Wate n !ate-

stubbornly local.
In 1992 Democrats will be in
the 38th consecutive year of
control of the House. No
Republican now serving there
has ever been in the majority
And the· GOP lost House seats
in four of the last five elections.
In 1990 two-thirds of
congressional incumbents won
with reduced percentages. But
Republicans will get no help
from re-districting. Democrats
control 30 state legislatl!res (up
from 29 last year), Republicans
control just five (down fro~
nine). So it is probable that the
year 2002 will be the 48th
consecutive year of Democratic
control of the House.
The Democrats 56-44 control
of the Senate is more
vulnerable. Of the 34 seats to be
contested. in 1992, 20 are held
by Democrats. Eleven of the 20
Democrats are freshmen and
nine of the 11 won in 1986
(during the mid-term sag of
Reagan' s second term) with
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Biodegradable tees save trees
By Colman McCarthy
•
Don't pause on your
backswing, but the world of
golf may soon acquire an
environmental conscience, at
least on the tees. A
biodegradable golf tee has
been invented, with patents
pending and such swingers as
Arnold Palmer, Hale Irwin and
Gary Player ready to play away
with them.
Last year's news from the
golf world was the out-ofbounds downer that racist
country clubs were excluding
blacks as members. This year,
the
environmental
breakthrough
of
the
biodegradable tee offers
modest redemption.
The down-to-earth story of
the new tee has a twist that's as
unlikely as a hole-in-one with a
two iron on an uphill par three.
!The inventer is an 11-year-old
boy, Cas.ey Golden of
Evergreen, Colo., who took up
the game at five and has been
making environmental birdies
ever since.
While playing with his
father - more about him on the
next hole - Casey noticed the
litter of broken tees left behind
by otherwise clean-living
golfers. Being something of a
science bug, he began messing
around in the family kitchen
with a mix of peat moss,
fertilizer, grass seed, flour,
applesauce and water. He
cooked the concoction in the
oven and sanded the cylinders
into the shape of a· tee. The
next part of this revolution
came from the barrel of a gun a caulking gun that did much
of the shaping.

as well as sell them to fans. The
Colorado Golf Association,
saying the invention "is long
overdue," will use them at all
state tournaments this year.
Since winning the Invent
America competition, Casey
has been thin}cing less about
science and more about
economics. So has his father;
John. A former life insurance
executive, is now the president
of Bio Dynamics, Ltd., which
will be manufacturing and
. marketing Casey Golden's
golden goose.
Bio Dynamics, Ltd., is about
to go up against the General
Motors and Ford of the golf tee
industry: a company in Maine
and another in New Hampshire

The equivalent of
30,000 white birch
trees are needed to
produce between 1. 5
and 1. 7 billion tees
annually.

less than 53 percent of the vote.
Uesert Storm was the most weakened party.
clear-cut foreign policy victory
Since 1968, 40 states with
that make nearly all of
Regarding the presidency,
in 29 years, since the Cuban 430 electoral votes have voted
America's tees. The equivalent
Missle Crisis (which was not Republican in four or more of even the Census Bureau has
of 30,000 white birch trees are
really as clear-cut as it initially the six elections; 33 states with bad news for Democrats.
needed to produce between 1.5
seemed) . But back then, when 333 votes
have voted Except for Lyndon Johnson and
and 1.7 billion tees annually.
America considered itself at the Republican five of six times; 20 Truman (both elevated .to the
wtieel of the world, victories states with 188 votes have woted presidency first by a death),
Like one-foot putts, the
every Democrat ever elected
were assumed, so the Republican all six times.
economics of golf tees are not
psychological lift from that
In the six elections 1968-88, president since the emergence
complex. They wholesale for
crisis was probably less than there were 306 distinct contests of the Republican party has
about a penny. Golf pros at
the lift from Desert Storm can (50 states and the District of been from an Atlantic Coast
private country.clubs, or at
be.
Columbia, six times) . The state. Today population is
least the ones who are beyond
Since America's two-party score: Republicans 241, moving West faster than ever.
nickle-and-dirning
their
Of the ten fastest growing cities
competition - - the world's Democrats 60.
members, pass them out as
oldest - - coalesced in 1856, the
Republicans are in the 1990s, seven were in
freebies. Public course pros
two parties' presidential overwhelmingly favored to California, two in Texas, one in
will often sell a bag of 20 tees
candidates have generated carry 147 Southern and Sun Arizona.
for $1, a larcenous 500 percent
1,208,665,869
votes. Belt electoral votes. If
markup.
Country
club
If Democrats need any other
Republicans have received 51.8 Republicans
also
carry
giveaways mean that golfers
percent, Democrats 48.2 California's new total of 54 (20 depressing numbers, here are
are tempted to leave them
percent. But since 1952 percent of 270), then some. Since 1968, Texas has
behind, creating a demand for
It
was
at
this
point
that
Republicans have received 53.3 Democrats must carry 80 voted Republican five of six
more tees to be cut at the front
Casey
entered
the
equivalent
of
California
voted
percent, Democrats 46.7. And percent of the remainder, a times,
end and more litter at the back.
the
U.S.
Open
for
creative
Republican all six times and
since 1968 the split is virtually insuperable challenge.
After winning the Invent
school kids: the Invent
Republican 55.1 percent ,
Democratic prospects are monomaniacal Arizona has AmP.rir.a r.ontP.~t ~non~orP.d hv America award. Casev Golden
•
Democrats 44.9.
brighter below the presidential voted Republican in every the Commerce Department. messed some more and
The modern era of level. They are apt to stay that election since 1948.
Casey and his tee won school, perfected the ingredients of his
presidential politics began in way even if Republicans try to
state
and
regional tees. He took out the peat
1952 when Truman retired, "nationalize" the election with a George Will's Pulitizer Prize
competitions,
and
a
trip
to the moss, fertilizer and grass seed breaking the Democratic national strength theme. winning column is syndicated
- at the suggestion of
1989
finals
in
Washington.
Party's organic link with FDR Politics probably will remain through the Washington Post
greenskeepers - - and put in
Now,
as
a
science
bug
up
Writers Group.
and pre-war politics. Beginning
against science whizzes, he renewable plant by-products
had to make a hole-in-one on a that will add inert humus to the
soil.
par four.
He did. The Bio-Tee
What he may add to the
captured the grand prize,
environmental
health of the
earning Casey $500 and a letter
country
puts
Casey
Golden in
of congratulations from George
the
front
ranks
of
conservation.
Bush.
Returning to Colorado, it His father has always been a
was other letters that Casey star. I go back 30 years with
had in mind. He wrote to some him, when we were on our
PGA touring pros about his tee, colleg~, golf team together. I
and they wrote back. "I would pr edicted much fairway
be happy to try some of your success for John, and now it's
Bio-Tees," Fuzzy Zoeller said. happening. He has a lad-- a
Hale Irwin wrote, "' might use tee-bugger - -who took action
benefit
of
a
them on the Tou r." Dave withou t
Stockton, captain of the Ryder symp osium, EPA grant or
Cup competition against membership in Earth Ftrst
European players this fall,
asked, "Do they come in red,
Casey saw a problem, teed it
white and blue? (They) might up and swung away. He's
work well for the Ryder Cup leading the tour in tre e
earnings.
team."
A week ago, the sweetest
letter of all came: from the Colman McCarthy is a
director
of
the
PGA columnist with the Village
"International"
tournament
this Voice. His column is distributed
_ •
r 1
; -9
August in Colorado promising through the Washington _ Post
,
to offer Bio-Tees to all players, Writer~ Group.
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"Did you call me a Republican?"

''Yes, Bruce, I agree with you, but I see
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles more
like the 90's version of the Chicago 7. 11

.

and rnY

. h e\ecuon,
didn't wm t e
all d into
"A\figb~, soJ ethics have been cth~ your car\"
1"\rofess1on
car is better
);'
.
quesuon
...butrnY

Hmmm.~.what

should I be doing?

••• ~WITH DEAN GAFFE-PPONE

"Did someone just flatulate?"

Scenes from Dean Gaffe-prone's Inaugural Address

"So let me get this straight; First you get a crankshaft,
and then you do what with the molasses?"

The Northwest Catholic Handshake
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sisters and brothers. Publicize
these facts widely. It is not too
late to reverse the law by
referendum in Maryland, and
to
prevent its spread
throughout the country.

implication, of Mr. Landskroener
Come on ...please print a non- fmally makes clear the nature
as
vomit,
literally
reeks
of
an
racist,
non-discriminating, of th~ ideology that has been
however, how should we
intolerance
and
hate
that
I
have
informative,
and professional-like pushmg for "autonomy" rights
respond to Prof. Potts' childish
always associated with fascism - newspaper!
over undeveloped fetuses,
and cruel memorandum?
Sincerely,
a
foul
and
ancient
stench
I
Sincerely;
"defective"
newborns, and
Individually, I think each of us, in
thought
buried
in
the
bunker
Judy
Nolde,
semi-conscious
adults.
whatever
way
we
find
Please act now to preserve
with Adolph Hitler.
Richard Stith
appropriate, should let Prof.
The fact that Swart used his 'The Real Challenge" the lives of the least of our
Professor of Law
Potts know that we disassociate
,..lA......,-b~---~.----~----fi----------.
ourselves from the tone of his office and position to launch this Dear Editor:
assault
and
that
you
permitted
cruel and offensive statement,
During a recent conversation
even if we might agree with the it- constitutes an unforgivable
breach
of
the
public
trust:
the
between
the co-authors of this By Scott Minnette
opinion that underlies it.
recognition
of
certain
people's
right
~o
believe
that
letter,
we
decided that the Contributor
"fundamental rights to privacy"
As for a community response,
I am reminded of Oscar Wilde's communication vehicles of such inconsistencies between two
spins the "right" to abortion.
During my years at As we all know, the rights of
observation that living well is the impact will be used responsibly, articles in the last issue of The
could
not
go Valparaiso, no issue has been one individual stop when they
best revenge. In this context, objectively, and in furtherance of Forum
unaddressed. The articles are more controversial than the interfere with the rights oj
living well may mean elevating the public good.
It is clear, from the pattern of "lite Real Threat" and "Anti-War aborti~n issue. There has been another. I feel strongly that the
the debate above the level of
childish and cruel attacks to a publication established through Drunkenness," both by Michael no issue so dividing our fundamental right of the
higher plain of disputation. Swart's column and the earlier Swart, Viewpoints Editor of the country since slavery. Think unborn to live supercedes the
for a moment, over 4,000 mother's right to privacy.
Goodwill, open-mindedness, (mcredibly incompetent) article Forum.
of
Prof.
Stultz'
resignation,
that
In
the
article
"Tfle
Real
babies are aborted every day in
Few can honestly deny the
compassion, humor, and a
Forum
editorial
management
Threat,"
Swart
effectively
America.
Abortion
is
not
a
individuality
of the unborn.
commitment to reach a mutual
cannot
d
istinguish
between
addressed
the
surrounding
race,
gender,
or
economic
Webster's
New
World
apprehension of truth should be
journalism
that
addresses
issues
regarding
the
Stultz
status
issue.
It
is
a
question
of
Dictionary
includes
"the
the hallmarks of this debate. A
potentially
explosive
issues
and
article,
and
also
presented
a
human
rights.
unborn"
in
its
definition
of a
commitment to and practice of
publication
of
libels
that
ignite
strong
message
in
suppor
t
of
child.
Additionally,
the
medical
If
this
act
is
taking
the
life
of
these virtues is the on1y way to
cleanse the forum of the them. The single saving grace of arguing objectively. In t hat another human being, no such profession recognizes life from
poisonous arrogance, prejudice, the situation is that few people article, Swart notes that ad atrocity has ever occurred in the time of conception. Thus,
cruelty, and sarcasm exhibited take you seriously, but as a hominem attacks are improper. this country. I am certain1y not recognition as another life
by Prof. Potts' unfortunate practitioner with some feeling We were both shocked to find attempting to create animosity should give this individual the
for the profession, I find your that the technique Mr. Swart with this article, nor am I same rights the rest of us
statements.
continued existence an insult used when discussing Paul passing judgment on anyone. If enjoy. The right not to be
and
disgrace.
Landskroener's article, "Why I so, as you will see, I would be murdered would be a good
Religious diversity
In closing, I'd suggest- at the oppose the war in the Gulf," condemning myself. I simply starting point.
Dear Edi~or:
very least - an apology to the directly violated Swart's own want to encourage everyone to
Politically, this issue is one
community you purport to professed principles.
take a close look at the real of the most controversial. Most
I write this brief note serve: the First Amendment may
In criticizing the sixties and issue involved, the life of an of our recent political
separately from my other letter shield
such
arrogant Paul Landskroener, Swart's unborn child. Allow me to campaigns have been focused
to make a different point. I think incompetence, but it does not conveniently selective use of address this subject, from four on the abortion issue.
it would be better to affirm that excuse it. And finally, to Mr. facts and faulty logic, not to different angles: legally, Although a great deal of focus
we encourage diversity in Swart- as a man who bore arms mention his far reaching politically, personally and has been placed on the
religious opinion and belief and under oath to defend this nation conclusions, was cheap and theologically.
abortion issue, I feel that many
pledge ourselves to defend the in the closing years of Vietnam, I deceptive. Further, by referring
Currently, abor tions are have avoided the real issue
right of each person to hold and had the Paul Landskroener's of to Landskroener as "baggage" of legal,
upon
demand, which is the life of the unborn.
practice their religious beliefs the world in mind, not you.
the sixties and rudely associating throughout ·most of the In general, liberals tend to
than to make a blanket
him with "vomit" and "Marxist country. Utah, however, has favor the right to abortion on
statement that we will not
Sincerely, thought," Swart transcended the recently passed a law demand. This position is
consider religion in any of our
Kim Anderson boundaries of good taste. To restricting abortions. The thought to be the most
decisions. These are not the - - - - - - - - - - - - quote Swart in "The Real "right" to have an abortion favorable position to help
same ideas, and which one we Appalled by articles Threat,"
comes from decisions handed preserve our human rights and
adopt goes to the heart of what it Dear Editor:
limit
government
down by the Court involving to
means to be a law school in a
determination
of interference in our private
"{One should not] distort the
religious tradition.
rights.
The last two issues of the /acts,
and ... selfrighteously "fundamental"
see Minnette, page 10
As we learned from the Forum have contained several condemn other viable informed Emanating from the Court's
Holocaust, the opposite of love is appalling articles! Since I'm new opinions. Instead, the Proper
not hate but indifference. I hope to the law school realm, I can approach should be to present
that we demonstrate our love of only wonder if this kind of views without attaching a tinge of
religious freedom by being journalistic reporting is moral superiority and dismissing By Daniel Buksa
"Oh." I said. Phineas was
vigilant in protecting it and commonplace in law school all others as immoral.. .. Associate News Editor
really in for it now, I thought to
validating it as an essential newspapers or is this blatantly Responsible dialog is in.,
myself.
element of human life, not by outrageous journalism?
"Well, I can't be the "everyPhineas J. Barrister was
pledging to be indifferent to
man"
law student anymore."
sitting
alone
at
a
table
in
the
How
ironic.
Because I'm a commuter
religion. It is difficult enough to from Chicago and am frequently
""Every-man"
student lounge. He looked said Phineas.
explain how being Lutheran- at the University of Chicago Law
We would hope that Swart can perplexed and worried at the is politically incorrect It shows
affiliated affects VU School of School Library, I've read their accept this letter as constructive same time. And it was still a insensitivity towards women."
Law without voluntarily and school newspaper several times. criticism and not as an attack on month before finals.
continued Phineas. "From now
unnecessarily giving up our I get the impression that the him personnally. At the same
Having already briefed my on, I'll be known as the "everyprerogative to speak from a aims of their paper are to inform time, we challenge Sw;u-t to stick Civ Pro, and not being in 'the person" law student," he
particular religious perspective. the student body, faculty, and to his guns in the future and mood to do much else, I sat related.
"'That sounds reasonable
interested community about argue objectively, rather than down at the table with Phineas.
Sincerely, events taking place at or through vindictively.
"You look terrible." I said. enough." I commented.
Paullandskroener the law school, and to probe,
Alex Moskovic, "What's the matter."
Phineas was still perturbed,
Forum Managing Editor
offe r perspectives on legal ,
Now Phineas 1. Barrister is though.
Forum shouldn't exist s ocial, po litica l, econo mic al,
Alex Brown, 2L your average, "every-man" law
"Where does it end?" he
Dear Editor:
student
at
Valpo.
And
therein
wanted
to know.
"They
philosophical a nd religious - - - - - - - - - - - - - - was the problem.
issues, as well a s to offer
changed all of the church
Thi letter is in re ponse to interviews with students and/or Maryland abortion law
"Everyone knows that I'm songs, you know." said
Mr. Swart's r ecent column faculty to help the community Dear Editor:
the "every-man" law student at Phineas.
"I grew up
attacking Paul Landskroener, get better acquainted. Does the
Valpo." stated a glum Phineas. worsh ipping Him, but now I
and earlier i sue of the Forum. Forum share these intentions? I
Abortion rightists just won "Because of that, I'm in trouble find that God is GenderPlease note: I make these only dare to hope.
more in Maryland than ever with the P olitically-Correc t Neutral, or even a She!" h e
remarks from the perspective of
exclaimed.
I was appalled by the articles before in any state or nation of Police."
a profes ional journalist whose on Prof. Stultz and Paul the modern world. Abortion was
"What?!" I said.
"Well, that is a little silly," I
publication credits include the Landskroener.
"You know, the PC Police. admitted, "but I'm sure that the
A school authorized on demand up to
Washington Post, Chicago newspaper is not the place to viability, and right up to birth for The authorities that be who politically correct know what
Trib ne, Newsday, and the voice personal vindications any viable fetus with a 'genetic insure that minority groups are they are doing, and have in
Associated Press.
toward students and professors. defect." In other words, an not oppressed; the ones that mind what is best for us."
Mr. Swart's remarks were I do hope that the racism and unborn child able to survive on check if we are being properly
"I don't know about that"
singularly
VICIOUS,
and personal indignation will stop! his own can be killed simply for sensitive to each other, he
whispered
in
a
absolutely unprofessional. His Let's have a little more respect having some minor "defect."
ourselves, the environment,
see witch, page 12
chat terization, even if only by for our co eagues and superiors!
This law is a frontal attack on and everything else."
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Student Profile:
Onofrio Olivadoti
By Allen Fore
Editor-in-Chief
Known as "Ono" to his
friends, Onofrio Olivadoti's full
first name comes from the
Italian St. Onofrio.
"It's an old family name,
going
back
several
generations," Olivadoti said.
Olivadoti is a graduate of
Merrillville High School. He
received his undergraduate
degree in Industrial Technology
from Purdue University.
Law school has been in
Olivadoti's plans for somm time.
"I've always wanted to be a
lawyer," he said.
"I chose Valparaiso because
it had a good reputation," he
continued. "It was also
convenient since it was close to
home."
Size of the student body has
been a big change for Olivadoti.
"Valparaiso is world's apart
from Purdue, in terms of size,"
he said. "It seems like you
know everybody here, and
everybody knows what you're
doing."
Olivadoti has found the
academic work at VU School of
Law very challenging. "The
professors are generally very
good," he said. "They don't
overdo the Socratic method.
ey're more inclined to have a
dialogue with students."
Free time is a rare
commodity for Olivadoti, but he
usually spends it socializing

with friends at some of the local
watering holes. "I think we have
a good group of people at the
law school," he said. 'They are
a bit competitive at times, but I
suppose that's part of the
environment. I've made some
good friends here."
Olivadoti also hasn't found

Student visits South Africa
3i~ Doug LaLone finds visit both enjoyable and enlightening
By Doug LaLone
Photo Editor
In February I had tbe long
awaited
opportunity to
experience a country which
has been in much controversy
throughout the world. The
mention
of
apartheid
immediately gives away my
destination: Suid Afrika as the
afrikaners would have it, or
commonly known to us as
South Africa.
The purpose of my visit was
manyfold: to vacation the land
I have heard so much about; to
learn about the culture my
wife, Joanne, had grown up in;

There is a sense of
insecurity by those
who
live
in
(johannesburg) ... a
sense I found that is
felt throughout the
country.

Ono Olivadoti
much time to get involved with
extra-curricular activities. "Not
many of the people in my class
have become involved yet,"he
said. "Maybe that will change
next year."
Overall, Olivadoti is "happy and to conduct research for my
with his choice to attend seminar paper which addresses
Valparaiso." He advises the effect sanctions have had
prospective students to sit in on on civil rights development.
some classes when they visit, My traveling partners included
"to get a feel for the place. I Joanne and her parents. They
they like what they see, I think are all natives of South Africa
but have called America home
they would be happy here."
After graduation, Olivadoti for nearly eleven years now.
My trip lasted a little over
hopes to practice corporate o
business law in Chicago and, three weeks. We spent the first
eventually, "make loads o week in Johannesburg visiting
friends
and
relatives.
money."
Johannesburg is the second
largest city in South Africa with
about three million inhabitants.
The largest city, much to my
Law week will be filled with surprise,
By JenNelson
is
Soweto.
many worthwhile events. The Johannesburg is the economic
SBA President
roast this year will include a lip- center of South Africa. It is a
· April brings Law Week. finals sync contest, a mock roast modern third world city that is
and a new SBA! Congratulations (where students imitate profs full of life and activity.
to all the newly elected SBA who will be roasting the third
A few of the key
officers and reps! This year has year class), a slide show and observations I made of
been interesting to say the least. then dance with a DJ. The Johannesburg include: the
I would like to express my luncheon is at the Expo Center - overwhelming number of
thanks to those reps who but rest assured they have a BMW s and Mercedes on the
attended all the SBA meetings. new caterer. The Ball will be fun streets (more than I have ever
Both Lisa Gray and Donna - always fun to see how nice seen in the States including
McCoy had perfect attendance, everyone cleans up. Beverly Hills); the gold reefs
This is the last time I'll be and dumps that line the city's
and I applaud their diligence.
Issues for students to be writing to the Forum as SBA perimeter; and an incredible
concerned ab ut include: 1) President in a column which amount of security everywhere
next year's academic calender historically (my first and second I went, including guards at
regarding make-up days for year) was entitled "From the shopping mall entrances,
Good Friday and Martin Luther Pres ... " but since the second security fences around homes,
King Day by eliminating one issue during my presidency has and alarms on virtually every
week of Spring Break and been reduced to "SBA Update". car. There is a sense of
adding a week to Christmas I have considered myself a insecurity by those who live in
break. Associate Dean Berner friend to the Forum for 3 years that city; a sense I found that is
will address that issue at the and was saddened by the last felt throughout the country but
next SBA meeting on April 8th. issue when I was attacked for not to the extent found in
2) how can we encourage law my views on one article, the Johannesburg.
My first weekend in South
tudents to be responsible and only negative comments I've
encourage them not to drink made in three years. I wish the Africa was like no other
and drive? 3) the anti- Forum a great future since it weekend I have ever
discrimination policy and how it has been a fun and entertaining experienced. I, along with four
will
impact
on-campus aspect of my law school other veterans, traveled to the
South African bush for a safari.
interviews. Please contact your experience.
Good luck on finals and drive It was a real safari in that there
reps or me for questions or your
~fPlv throullhout T.aw Week.
were no paved roads for our
views on these issues.
landrover, no guides, and no
enclosed cage to protect us
from the game (we did,
however, carry a firearm for
ThURSDAY, APRIL 11, 5:00PM
protection). Our host was
LAST ISSUE OF THE YEAR!
Archie, a friend of Joanne's
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family who happens to own a
partnership in a 7,000 acre
private game farm next to the
world famous Kruger National
Park. The farm is located in
the Northeastern section of the
Transval province of South
Mrica. The accommodations
were not as primitive as one
would think. We had running
water and gas lights in our
thatched roof gondola.
The bush was exceptionally
thick because of the recent
rains and because of the
beautiful 80 degree summer
conditions the bush had been
experiencing. This, according
to the veterans, lessened our
ability to spot wildlife.
Nonetheless,
•I
was
overwhelmed with the number
of sightings. Over our three
day excursion I saw elephant,
giraffe, wildebeast, zebra,
impala, cheetah, lioness, kudo
(similar to our whitetail deer),
brown and spotted hyena, wart
hogs, monkeys, honey badger,
and a number of bird species.
Oh, aod of course, a scorpion
that decided to crawl up my leg
while I was sitting next to the
pool. The same pool a giraffe
drowned in less than two years
ago.
The remainder of my trip
consisted of a more civilized
atmosphere. The next two
weeks were spent driving to
Cape Town and up the beautiful
coastline garden Route to
Durban. I found Cape Town
particularly attractive. The
entire Cape is mountainous and
riveted with little seaports full
of beaches.
The Cape reminded me of
Hawaii, only the sand in the
Cape is much finer and whiter.
The city of Cape Town was first
settled by the Dutch in 1652
and has served as a seaport
ever since. Presently, the port
is inactive mainly because of
the economic sanctions the
world has placed on South
Africa.
Likewise,
unemployment
is
high
throughout the country and at
roughly 15% inflation (and
declining), the country as
whole is not prosperous.
After spending four days
around the Cape, we set our
course for Durban, a trip that
took three days in our minivan.
We passed over lush green
mountains on our way out of
the Cape Town, often catching
breathtaking views of the sea
stretching as far as the eye
could see.
The first stop of our three
day journey landed us in the
small town of Wilderness. The
beach was magnificent and we
had it all to ourselves
(February is off-season). Our
hotel, located high on a cliff,
presented us with a ten minute
walk to the beach. The express
route, jumping off the cliff,
took roughly thirty seconds but
I was never in a hurry so I
never sampled it. The beach,
gleaming with virgin white

sand, was roughly lOOQ feet
deep and stretched as far as the
eye could see. Definitely the
largest beach I have ever seen.
I have never seen sqmething so
beautiful remain unscathed by
man.
In fact, the only
commercialization I noticed
was a n ttive casting his line out
in hopes of getting supper.
Our second day took us
through the Ciskei and then
finally to East London. The
Ciskei is one of the many
independent
homelands
established by the South
Mrican government for black
Mricans. Upon entering the
Ciskei I felt as though I was
stepping back in time. The
land is very undeveloped, yet
extremely beautiful. We saw
dozens of small villages
throughout the hillsides, many
of which had a soccer field that
became the main attraction fer
the entire village.
The third day exposed us to
the
Transkei,
another
independent
homeland
established by the South
African government. The
Transkei is much larger than ·
the Ciskei (it took nearly six
hours to drive through the
Transkei) and is much more
developed. Most natives of the
Transkei live off of the land by
raising corn, fruit, sheep, and
goats. There is, however, a fair
amount of light manufacturing
in the area. The natives are
also extremely talented with art
work. I bought a beautiful soap
stone carving that exhibited
magnificent detail. Throughout
the Transkei there were signs

I found the Soweto
police to be very
hospitable, more than
I could ever have
expected them to be.
of a third world country; little
villages converging hilltops;
farm
animals
roaming
countryside roads often getting
hit; horses tied to hitching
posts outside of bars; barterers
lining the streets of Umtata, the
capital of the Transkei; and
roads that make the Indiana
highway·s look superb. Yes
there is a place in the world
that has roads worse than
those in Indiana!
The next three days were
spent at Joanne's favorite spot
in the whole world. The
cabanas, at Umhlanga Rocks.
A resort town just North of
Durban. A beautiful hotel on
the Atlantic Ocean front that
shames anything I have ever
seen in either Hawaii or the
Carib bean. At six every
morning the lifeguards tackled
huge waves in pursuit of their
daily chore of checking the
shark nets. The Atlantic is
warm and infested with sharks.
But that did not stop us from
swimming and body surfing on

. see !ALone, page 11
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HERD IN TilE IIALLs
BY TAMMY WAIZ
COWMNIST
••• ASK JEN AND WENDY
BOUT RECENT "CUFFCTION" AT SUNDAY
BRUNCH.
••• YOU KNOW YOU'RE
PlAYING "NO BWOD, NO
FOUL" B-BALL WITH lAW
STUDENTS WHEN . ONE
GETS Hrr IN TilE FACE AND
HIS IMMEDIATE RESPONSE
IS: "DOES THE WORD
ORT MEAN ANYI1llNG TO

ACROSS
J. Surprise expression
4. Surprise
B. Huff and puff
12. R.n In to
13. Mexican coin
14. Leeward side
15. lnd~tes mountain
16. RAising above
Ill. Subscribe again
20. Feel (p.t.)
21. Near
22. Afghan tan colo

23. Dub
27.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41 .

Ocnn (abbr.)
To feel Ill
Rub out
El)'ptlan sun god
Hundredweight (abbr.)
Father's boy
Direction (abbr.)
Malicious burning
Jog
Also
Money provided u security
oUhh cap (var.)
S. Atlantic state (abbr.)

41. Jump
44.
47.
51 .
52.
53.

Pork food
Moon
Gortlla
urprtse
D
reeable respouslblllty

54.
55.
56.
57.

Scottish river
Left
Catches
Final
DOWN

J. Word for love
1. At this place
3. Lacking tonal center
4. Cut out
5. Message (abbr.)
6. Needed
7. New
B. Plan; diagram
9. Muhammad _ _
10. Recent form (pref.)
11. Namber
17. Baseball league (abbr.)
19. Famous space allen
11. Deep bole
24. Musical note
15. Association (abbr.)
26. Want
27. Native of Anbla
l8. VWage In Ireland
29. Tip of crass
30. A1e
32. Unlnnlty
33. Total

••• CONGRATULATIONS TO
KIM AND TONY AND
SALLY AND JOHN ON
HEIR
RECENT
ENGAGEMENTS.
••• THANKS TO CAREER
SERVICES AND SBA FOR
SPONSORING THE FLUSH
PAR1Y AGAIN TillS YEAR •
U N F 0 R T U NATE L Y,
REJECTION
LEITERS
EREN'T
THE
ONLY
GS DOWN TilE TOILET

36. Spanbh yes

37.
31.
40.
41.
43.
44.
45.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Plunder
Arched buJidlng
Blrd claw
S. Atlantic: state (abbr.)
FJevated railroad
Flnt Lady _ _ Truman
Not sbut
Want
Curve doiiWDward
Gone by
1 ,000 lbs.
Expression of annoyance

Puzzle 1131

Off Lincolnway
because I swear I saw Richie
Cunningham.
Wright's Barnyard or
otherwise known as that place
with the miniature golf and
dragon on U.S. 30. The actual
address is 1050 Horse Prarie
Ave. which is perpendicular to
30. Not only do they have
Hannon's Drive IN - 752 S. miniature golf, but they have
Washington Oust North of batting cages, a golf range, and
where Highways 2 and 30 go carting. The batting cage
meet). This place couldn't be costs 50 cents for 4 balls. The
more camp if it tried. When you miniature golf cost's $3.25 for
arrive, pull into one of the car adults.
It can be fun, but I always
slots and turn off your engine.
Within a few minutes, a server think it sounds more fun than it
will come by to take your order. is. Here, they have built all of
You can choose from •really these interesting structures, but
cheap traditional American the course still doesn't do
food, such as burgers and anything. You can also try the
grilled cheese for $1.00! (I think go carts for $2.00 for 3 minutes
the pric are left over from the and lee your "Id" take over. I
'50' a wel1). Your order comes would recommend this for a
to your car on a tray which is break from studying because it
hooked onto your window. The exemplifies exactly how an
drinks even come in real root aspiring attorney should lUll act!
beer mugs, probably so they
don't blow away. Don't forget to 49'er Drive •IN on Old North
bring your autograph book State Route 49 (Past F1int Lake
By Ken Skolnik
Associate Editor
Spring is in the air! While
weather is good and t he
studying piles up, take a break
the old fashioned way by
escaping to a bit of local
Americana. Here are my
choices:

ou?!" GOITA LOVE
OSE "PICK-UP" GAMES,
EVEN WITH NOTRE DAME
BUUJES.

T NIGHT, WE'VE GOT
0 WONDER HOW MANY
OF US WILL EVER BE
ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE
BAR, MUCH LESS PASS rr.

••• 3 CHEERS FOR THE
"ALMOST 2Ls," WHO
FINISHED THEIR BRIEFS
ARE
COASTING
ORAL
GUMENTS ON TIIE WAY
FINAlS. Now MAYBE I
CAN START MY SEMINAR
PAPER.
•••TONTO: THANKS FOR
BEING A GREAT SIDEKICK.
••• CONDOLENCES
TO
OSE OF YOU WHO WST
POUTICAL CAMPAIGN
0 EARN A SPOT IN TIIE
HALLOWED
OFFICES
CROSS FROM CS.
•••YOU KNOW rrs A GOOD

on the right). No there is not
gold here, but it's typical movie
drive-in that has been open for
35 years. They are opening
their season on April 5th. Look
to the local papers or call 4626122 to see what is playing. I
don't know if they have the
same deal this year, but each car
paid one price last year think
about $5.00-6.00), no matter
how many people are stuffed
into it Have fun!

a

SPRING BREAK WHEN
YOU'RE DANCING ON BAR
STOOLS AND SHOOTING
TEQUilA WITH FOOTBAU
PlAYERS FROM lA.
• •• RANDY:
IT'S
INAPPROPRIATE TO ASK A
GIRL AT JACKSON'S IF
SHE'S SEEN THE GUY
SHE'S wrrH WJIHOUf.
•••TO THE COUPLES WHO
INSIST · oN PDA AT
SCHOOL: TRY niE DUNES
INSTEAD.
••• ASK DEB AND JIM
ABOUT THEIR "NAUGlfiY
AND
NICE"
TOY
COILECITON.
••• HOPEFULLY,
THE
LUNCHEON MENU THIS
YEAR WON'T INLCUDE
HOCKEY PUCKS.
••• SODOM
AND
GOMORRAH, OOPS! THE
ROAST SHOULD BE A
BlAST AGAIN THIS YEAR,
ESPECIALLY WITH THE
FACULTY
PANEL
FEATURING EVERYONE'S
FAVORITE (OR MOST
DREADED) PRoFS.
••• BBD's, BBD'S, AND
CFMP's SHOULD BE
FULLY ASSEMBLED THIS
WEKK, SO ENJOY BB!!
HOPE EVRYONE HAD A
BLESSED EASTER!
FINALLY, A SADLY
APPROPOS
POEM
SUBMIITED BY JULIE
BRAUN OF DRAKE LAW
ScHOOL, EXPlAINING WHY
ATIORNEYS HAVE A BAD
REPUTATION IN THIS
WORlD:
A WEALTHY OLD LAWYER
NAMED
ARTHUR
McDUNNY
SAT GAILY ATOP HIS
MOUNTAIN OF MONEY.
HE WOULD STEAL FROM
THE SICK AND BUND DOWN
BELOW
JUST TO SEE HIS MONEY
MOUNTAIN GROW.
HE HAD NO CHIWREN, NO
FRIENDS, NO WIFE,

THE MONEY WAS ALL
THAT HE WANTED IN LIFE.
HE WAS COMPLETELY
CONTENT UNTIL ONE DAY
HE KNEW
FOR CERTAIN THAT HE
HAD COME DOWN WITH
THE FLU.
HE WENT TO THE DOCTOR
AND PICKED UP SOME
PILLS,
BUT HE WOULDN'T PAY
THE DOCTOR BILLS.
HE WAS SOON FEELING
FINE AND COUNTING HIS
LOOT
WHEN HE FOUND OUT
THE DOCTOR HAD FILED
SUIT.
HE CALLED A LAWYER
THAT HE HAD ONCE
KNOWN
AND FILED A
MALPRACTICE SUIT OF HIS
OWN. ]TWAS A SAD DAY IN
COURT
FOR
ARTHUR
McDuNNY,
THEY MADE HIM PAY
THE DOCTOR MONEY.
WHEN HE RETURNED HOME
FROM COURT THAT DAY,
HIS MONEY HAD ALL
BEEN HAULED AWAY. WHO
WOULD DO SUCH A THING,
WHAT KIND OF SLEAZE?
THE MONEY HAD ALL
GONE TO HIS LAWYER FOR
FEES. HE WAS ATOP A
TALL BUILDING TO END IT
ALL
WHEN ON THE
SIDEWALK HE NOTICED A
MAN SLIP AND FALL. As HE
CLIMBED
OFF
THE
BUILDING HIS INSTINCTS
WERE KEEN
AS THE FIRST LAWYER
ON AN ACCIDENT SCENE.
IN THE BACK OF HIS MIND
RANG A CASH REGISTER
BELL,
IT WAS IN FRONT OF A
BANK WHERE THE MAN
HAD
JUST
FELL.
A
TRIUMPHANT MOMENT FOR
ARTHUR McDUNNY,
YES, HE WOULD
REBUIW HIS MOUNTAIN OF
MONEY. EVEN THIEVES
WILL NOT STEAL FROM
EACH OTHER,
BUT GIVE A LAWYER A
CHANCE AND HE'LL ROB
HIS OWN MOTHER.

ANNuAL AWARDS
LUNCHEON
SPEAKER: GAYLORD NELSON
WEDNESDAY, APRIL

3

12:00 PM
PoRTER CouNIY ExPo CENIER

•
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ISBA moot court team organizes
By Doris Robinson
Staff Writer
A student moot court team
will compete on April 5 in
Springfield, Illinois in the All---=--==---, .----,----:~~"=..-=.,:_-,.---------'-"'--'-::,__L.l..:....:......&.J.I.-IU.~LL-----J Illinois
Moot
Court
Competition, spons9red. by the
Illinois State Bar Association
OSBA).
· The topic for the competiton
is grandparent visitation rights
in Illinois. The ISBA invites all
Illinois schools to participate.
~"'--~"-...JU-;-:;;--;-=;;~~..:J~=::=::::;:::::::~=::::::;;~;:;;~ For the first time, the VU School
of Law was permitted to
5H.Xf.Pt~M
participate in this exciting
~p 7W(J iflf£K! ~/(M$
challenge. A team consisting of
A J/fL C£t.L Wlflf
IWINI!Ml '711': C/1.W181/l • .DI£5
3L Allen Foret 3L Angelo
A5 PWtJI!Jt'&ff
aiU.'&
Spyratos, and 2L Alex Moskovic
YES: "If'- w 555-11/Z
responded to the competitive
NO : PIAL SW .555-.'113
call.
t:ACH tNL
7WrJ .lta'J.
Ali. tt:UHM!S
The VU team has great
(.Jit.t.WEA!Ut>'.'
OL...;;;IL.-......___.'------"'--'----'--..:L.:.:=.ll...U potential and will be a strong
contender for the opposing
schools to face. Spyratos and
Fore have previous team
experience. In addition, the
team chose to write their brief
on behalf of the appellee, while
all other teams wrote briefs for
the appellant. This will make the
Valparaiso team more familiar
'Y\ith both sides of the argument.
Like other moot- court
RJ~
·1a:r~r

(t).1~
7/J~

competitionst only one written
brief is required, but teams
must be prepared to argue
either side. Scoring will be
determined on the basis of the
brief and the oral argument with
50% of the score attributed to
each component. The two semifinalist teams will compete in
the Illinois Supreme Court
chambers before a panel
comprised of Chief Justice Ben
Miller of the Illinois Supreme
Court; Judge Hartington Wood
of the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals; and Justice James
Knecht of the Fourth District
Illinois Court of Appeals.
Moskovic acknowledged the
value of the support the
members recieved from faculty
who have assisted the aspirants
in oral argument practices.
Profs. Dave Myers, Ivan
Bodensteinert Geri Yonover and
Seymour Moskowitz committed
their time to serve as practice
judges and to provide feedback
to the team.
The team hopes that a
successful competition this year
will insure that the law school
will officially recognize the ISBA
competition as part of the
school's moot court program.

Competes, from page 3
by the Environmental Law
Institute which the competitors
could attend and participate in.
A banquet was held at the
conclusion of the competition.
The Valparaiso team also

took the opportunity to do some
sight-seeing. They visited Ellis
Island, the Statue of Liberty, and
Wall Street, as well as other
cultural and historical sights in
the New York area.

Minnette, from page 7
It'_

Student licenses: law on the road
Virginia

i i"i J111 ~ i ;· ~ ~'rt.-t r··. :. . .-.· r-:l 1",\i
1

lives. I believe this position
abandons the liberal goal of
ensuring rights of those
individuals who need their
rights protected the mostt the
defenseless. A shocking fact is
that the most dangerous place
in our country for our youth is
now in a mother's womb, not in
our city streets. Conservatives,
who have recently been so
concerned with making our
streets safe, should take a closer
look at this danger zone.
.Many people believe that
abortion is strictly a woman's
decision. This is not a correct
approach to this dilemma. I can
attest. that it is also a man's
issue. As a father of an aborted
child, who would be four years
oldt I can not possibly describe
the guilt and hurt I have
experienced over the last four
years. This is the first time I
have openly admitted my
mistake. I can only regret that I
was a part of that decision.
Based on my experience, I feel
that no one should encourage,
be a part of, or even passively
allow abortions.
I am 'Sure that there are
thousands of men and women
who are currently living with
the same horrible memories of
their wrong decision to abort
their child. Children are truly a
gift to us all regardless of their
predicament. I am not trying to
condemn anyone for their past
mistakes lest I would be passing

judgment on myself. I am,
however, attempting to speak
out against the senseless killing
of unborn children. I am
personally going to do the most
I can to restore the human
dignity of the unborn.
Lastly is the Biblical
perspective. Out of fairness to
those that don't embrace the
Christian faith or the J udeoChristian heritage, I have saved
the Biblical perspective for last.
The Bible is extremely clear on
who is ultimately the author of
life. A divine creator, not simply
a moment of passion, is truly
responsible for the unborn
child. For us to subsequently
interfere with his sovereignty is
clearly wrong.
·
The Lord's compassion for
children is obvious to any
student of the Bible. He also
clearly rev~als to us that this
compassion begins in the
womb. (Psalm 139:13, Jeremiah
1:5, Luke 1:44 and John 3:4).
The Lord even began his life
on Earth in the womb of Mary.
If the Lord is truly the lord of a
person's life, he is the lord of
that person's womb. Taking the
life of an unborn child is
nothing short of a sin. For
Christians to not attempt to stop
this dreadful sin is also sin. A
True relationship with the Lord
is based on our willingness to be
obedient to his will and respond
to his call to righteousness.

Swygert M_oot Court Co1npetition
4:30 p.n1•., Aprill, Stride Courtroom
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National and Jessup International
Moot Court Team Tryouts

Kaplan,from page 2

overnight mail service, sources
Monday, Apri115, 1991, 7:30pm
said. And the Post Company
Sign up with Pro/. Laura Dooley for a tryout time by April 5
became inclined to spend more
""=-----=---=----.....;.-----___;:.....::~-___;::.,____......:._!-.:...:.....:...:...._ _ ____. money on the venture because it

judge Ratliff, from page 4
educationally defensible is a
question which undoubtedly
will be debated for some time.

The Legal Profession

realize that lawyer advertising
is here to stay, I would hope
that it could be done in a more
dignified and tasteful manner
that is now employed by some.
The "blue light special" has no
place in the legal profession.
As an old country
general practitioner, I am
concerned with the trend
toward specialization aJid
towards the metropolitan megafirms. On the other hand, one
cannot be blind to -the ever
increasing complexity of the
law and legal issues. Still, I
. would hope the country lawyer
is not passing from existence.
There remains a need for
quality legal services in areas
other than large metropolitan
areas. I would hope that not all
law graduates would forsake
the people living in the smaller
cities. In fact, the new lawyer
might find a quality of life far
exceeding that of the sprawling
metropolis.

::::~~~~nit outright in

lawyers for more and more
billable hours, and for greater
and greater earnings. I am not
opposed to making money. I
fact, I tend to favor it. But when
making money and more of it
becomes an obsession, lawyers
lose sight of the fact that the
law is a service profession. ·Nor
is working hard and long hours
necessarily evil. In fact, it is
often necessary to do so.
However, when billable hours
and earnings deprive the
lawyer of a life outside the
office, priorities are mixed up.

McLaughlin had kept eight
Northeastern jurisdictions
exclusively for SMH when he
entered the joint venture and
sources said he plans to try to
expand nationally on his own
from that base. He could not be
reached for comment. But his
competitio·r, BAR/BRI, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich Inc., scoffs at
the possibility.
"Without the Kaplan name
and centers I don't see how he
can run it outside of New
England," said Stanley Chess,
Bar /Bri president. "I don't see
how he could hold it together
outside the New England
states."
BAR/BRI would reap
rewards from the Kaplan-SMH
losses. Already BAR/BRI is far
and away the leader of the two,
training 35,000 students yearly
of the 55,000 or so who take bar
exams. Bar review courses
offerings - including locals,
some national supplemental

Much has been said
and written about the current
state of the legal profession,
and, indeed, lawyers remain the
favorite whipping persons of
the media and other segments
of
the
population.
Nevertheless, most of those
who so eagerly criticize the
profession run to their lawyer's
office at the first sign of any
personal difficulty.
My
Having said what I
observation is that while all is
have said, would I become a
not well with the profession,
lawyer if I had the opportunity
neither
is
all
bad.
to chose again? Without a
Unfortunately,
popular
doubt. For all its shortcomings,
television programs such as
and they are few, I know of not
LA. Law , by the lack of ethical
other calling which can be as
standards of the lawyers there
intellectually stimulating,
portrayed, present a negative
challenging, and even with its
image of lawyers.
frustrations, be as rewarding.
I also am concerned
about some to the advertising
Wesely W. Ratliff. Jr. graduated
techniques employed by some
I also have some from VU School of Law in 1950.
lawyers, both in print and in the concerns with what I believe to He is presently Chief judge of
U
Om
_e_le_c_t_ro_n_i_c_m_e_d_ia_._w_h_il_e_I_b_e_t_h_e_d_e_m_an_d_s_pl_a_ce_d_u_p_o_n_th_e_In_d_ia_n_a_G_o_u_r_t_of_A_P_P_ea_ls_._ "that he would encourage the
administration to bring jury
trials to the law school."
Rucker continued by relating
may want to participate in the STRATQSPHEWC OzoNE
writer establishes an incorrect that "such experiences had
boundary identification process
The new law requires that emission limit; it does not help helped him in his career."
to work toward re ma in ing productio n
of if the permit does not address
applicab le
issues .
outside of the areas affected by Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) all
and certain other chemicals Therefore, companies should
new controls.
used in refrigeration be evaluate all possible applicable the ten foot waves that crashed
AIR TOXIC§
The ew law identifies 189 eliminated due to the impact on provisions and negotiate with upon the beach, often filling our
air toxics for additional controls the stratospheric ozone layer. the local air permit authority to swim suits full of sand. I found
and the U.S. EPA can add Production of the chemicals include some provtston, body surfing to be a greater
chemicals later. This list will be phased out gradually perhaps a statement of non- thrill than riding the Cork
includes such commonly used and will affect all companies applicability of some provisions, Screw at Cedar Point
The remaining three days of
chemicals as toluene, benzene, involved with refrigeration, into the permit itself.
my trip were spent around
formaldehyde, xylenes, and even those not facing pollution ENFQRCEMENI
A tougher enforcement Johannesburg visiting friends, a
chlorine. New controls will be controls directly.
Companies must be aware approach, including authority gold mine, and touring Soweto.
imposed first on sources with
emissions of 10 tons of a that at some point over the next for air pollution inspectors to I found my day at Soweto very
particular air toxic or 25 tons of few years, it may be issue "parking tickets" for educational. Soweto is very
a combination of air toxics. uneconomical, and then violations, is adopted under the different from what the
Now, more American media portrays it to
to
obtain new law.
The U.S. EPA will develop impossible,
"source categories" for refrigerants for some existing noncompliance episodes will be be. It is a densely populated city
through
the with more than its fair share of
Substitute handled
id e ntifying t he types of equipment.
pollution control to be imposed refrigerants may trigger enforcement and litigation troubles. I found the Soweto
within the source category. compliance requirements with process, with mandatory fines Police to be very hospitable,
Each source in a category will existing worker and community likely, than are handled more than I could have ever
currently on an informal basis expected them to be. They
be required to install the right-to-know laws.
with the U.S. EPA Combined provided me with tour guides
pollution control technology PERMIT REowREMENJ'S
The new law requires an with the large number of new (black policeman) who escorted
employed by the most
stringently controlled sources estimated 150,000 businesses requirement s, the tougher me in their car throughout the
to obtain permits for the first provisions are likely to city, fed me a wonderful lunch,
in the category.
The ne w controls on time an d c ompanies with preclude a "break-in" period to allowed me to review videos of
emissio ns must be met existing permits will be subject allow the regulated community riots, and gave me a ring-side
according to phased deadlines to more detailed applicatio n to become familiar with t he seat at a police awar ds
ceremony.
established for the next decade p ro ced ures. All of these new law.
One
of
t
h
e
most
companies
must
determine
and b eyon d .
However,
The Soweto police force is
decision on specific control which aspects of the Clean Air contentious issues debated
measures
and
source Act apply to them. It is no before Congress involved roughly 3,000 strong with
categories to be made during longer advisable to rely solely immunity for companies that roughly 25% of the force being
th next 18 months will dictate upon a local pollution control voluntarily disclose a violation white. They have a tough job
the ability of many businesses authority or agency to provide discovered during a self-audit. combatting the 2,000 car thefts
Congress
rejected
this that occur each month, the
to survive the decade of the guidance on compliance.
provision, making it possible dozens of murders resulting
90.
companies
which each month from tribal fighting,
Commenters have noted for ..
Moreovei, the law provides
for some companies to delay that a new provision known as voluntarily discover and fix and the numerous other
installation . of mandatory the "permit shield" can provide violations to face civil, and even problems that face any society
more people
pollution controls in exchange a company with a defense to criminal penalties. While that has
unemployed
than
employed.
congressional
debate
also
for early significant voluntary liability if the company
With
roughly
sixteen
different
urged
prosecutorial
discretion
emission
reductions. complies with the terms of the
tribes
living
in
Soweto,
all
to
in
such
instances,
this
serves
Businesses seeking to take permit, but only to the extent
speaking
their
own
language,
illustrate
the
"sue
now,
that
the
permits
addresses
a
advantage of this particular
option must analyze the particular requirement. The negotiate later" approach that is one can only begin to
understand the problem the
provision is useful if the permit expected under the new law.
ituation and act soon.
authorities are presented with.

operations covering the
multistate bar exams and the
two national full-service
companies - are estimated to
make up a $50-million-a-year
industry.
In California, 13,000 students
sit for the bar exam each year
and of those who take bar
review courses, said BAR/BRI's
Chess, more than half take the
BAR/BRI course. In second
place
in
California
is
BarPassers, with Kaplan-SMH a
distant third.
Kaplan-SMH has been
operating bar review courses
along with other Kaplan review
courses in 145 centers located
throughout the 50 states. The
bar review courses cover 21
jurisdictions. A law student from
Ohio, for example, can study
there for the California bar
exam, although Kaplan-SMH
does not offer a course on the
Ohio bar exam.
BAR/BRI, on the other hand,
operates in all 50 states and
offers review courses on 47
jurisdictions. The big four for
both competitors are California,
New York. Texas and Florida.
Reprinted with permission from the
Los Angeles Daily journal.
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clean air, from page 2

page 1.

"These practical experiences
are an extension of what is real,"
said Rucker, "they are of
immense value to the law
student." Ratliff and Hoffman
expressed similar sentiments.

LaLone, from page 7
My discussion of South
Africa would not be complete if I
did not share my thoughts on
apartheid. Reform is in the air
(kind of like negligence?) and
anticipated by all. It is the
general consensus in South
Africa that the oppression of
Black Africans and Indians is
perverse and outdated.
Many people expressed to
me their desire for equality of all
races, including the areas of
education, medicine, housing,
job
opportunities,
and
fundamental civil rights. These
same people were especially
concerned about how to achieve
the desired end results without
destroying the South Africa that
is the sole remaining white
democracy on the African
continent and furthermore is
the economic bloodline of the
cont inent. If South Africa's
economy blunders, the entire
continent will be severely
impacted.
In su mmary, my overall
impressions of South Africa are
quite positive. It is a beautiful
country, full of opportunities for
the young and open minded.
Joanne and I are already
planning our ·return trip, which
will include the bush of the
Northern Transval, Cape Town,
and Durban. It is a country
emanating with natural beauty
and culture, all of which I am
certain many of you would
enjoy. I highly recommend
South Africa to everyone who
yearns for that type of
atmosphere.

I
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IN RE VALPARAISO UNIVERSI1Y BASKETBAIJJ
By Drew Dillworth
Sports Editor
Facts-March Madness has
passed again with the NIT and
NCAA
crowning
their
respective "champion" to major
collegiate men's basketball.
Here at Valparaiso, the
Crusaders capped yet another
horrendous year, further
adding to the three year slide of
20-61 that have many students
calling for Coach Homer Drew's
firing. Fan support from the
student body and the
community was at best
laughable, and more accurately
a disgrace. The ARC facility,
poorly designed for optimal
game atmosphere, adds to the
sensation that Crusader games
are played in a vacuum. Finally,
one must remember back to the
days of Gene Bartow to find
assurance that this school has
not always produced a loser.
. Issue 1-Will firing Coach
Homer Drew solve the problem
this school's basketball team
has had with losing?
Issue 2-Is it reasonable to
believe that this school has the
potential to turn around a
poorly backed program (both
fmancially and spiritually), and
create a team that will compete

on the Division I level?
Decision-As to Issue 1: No,
unequivically. As to Issue 2:
Yes; albeit with a great deal of
effort, but it can and should be
done.

culminate with a winner.
Frrst, we need to create
a major college basketball
atmosphere. I propose that the
Athletic Department offer a
$500 charitable donation to the
greek organization thiit shows
the most "Crusader Spirit." As
greeks are required to meet
philanthropic objectives. This
gives them incentive to
participate; and who wouldn't
-----------

Reasoning-Concerning the
status of Coach Drew's job, I
don't see the point in firing a
coach after two successively
poor seasons and a average
third one when the school's (Coach Drew) is the
winning percentage over the same man wh 0 has
last twenty years is only around
thirty-three percent. Also, this given the (basketball)
is the same man who has given program
its only
the program its only glimmer of
•~"h
·
.
gl tmmer OJ ope, a Wtn
hope, a win over Notre Dame.
Concerning Issue 2, the over Notre Dame.
answer is simple: this school
has many assets that should be want to fulfill their obligation
exploited to their fullest merely by going to a game and
potential.
The following having fun. Also, because the
represents a non-exhaustive list money is donated to charity, the
of these assets: a strong greek university won't have to be
system complete with a concerned with the message
rigorous rivalry ~ between that they are sending to the
factions; an excellent academic community (i.e. in the
reputation; a gym that, with alternative to a $500 cash award
some additions, has the that would go to another party).
potential to produce a fire like Finally, holding the "contest"
atmosphere; and an excellent only for the eight conference
location
for
recruiting. home games will keep the total
Exploiting these assets properly expenditure to only $4,000 per
create
a
GAME year.
will
Next, I propose that
ATMOSPHERE that should
result in better recruiting, and roll-away retractable bleachers
be purchased for use behind

Recycling, from page 4
driveways to inhibit dust.
Others pour it on waste piles or
throughout weeded fields to
help facilitate burning. My own
grandmother used to pour it
along her property line to keep
the neighbor's crabgrass from
spreading into her yard.
Whatever the reasons behind
such disposal, the reality is that
eventually all of that oil will seep
t hrough the ground t o
congregate in the aquafier,
tainting the ground water. Even
oil which is carefully contained
and put out with the trash ends
up contributing to the problem.
Modern landfills compress the
garbage a number of times prior
to depositing it for burial. That
activity often ruptu r es the
storage containers or t hey
develop leaks over the years.
The traditional clay shells
containing our landfills were not
designed to effectively contain
waste oil, so it eventually
reaches the water supply.
Very small amounts of oil can
~ontaminate large volumes of
water. For instance, one quart
of oil will foul the taste of
250,000 gallons of drinking
water. Introduced into a lake,
one· pint of waste oil can create
an acre-size slick on the surface
of the water. Soil contaminated
by waste oil is worthless for
agriculture for centuries to
come.
The solution to the used oil
problem provides added
incentives which will continue
to benefit the environment for
years. Used oil can be either
recycled into lubricating oils or
reconditioned into industrial

fuels. Currently most of the
used oil generated at collection
sites in the Midwest is
reconditioned and made into
fuel for use in specially
designed, clean burning
furnaces by a Chicago area
industry. Other areas, like
Canada and Central Europe in
particular,
have
highly
developed markets for r erefined oil to be used as
lubrication.
The level of conservation of
the finite oil resource is a
primary goal of the recycling
efforts. Forty-three gallons of
cr ude oil (a standard bar rel)
will yield just three quar ts of
modern motor oil when refmed.
However, the same three quarts
of oil can be also be produced
from just one gallon of recycled
or re-refined oil. Technology
has improved the process to the
point of producing a product
just as good as the original. Rerefined motor oil meets all of
the
manufacturer's
specifications for modern car
engines.
The keys to recycling
include educating the "do-ityour selr oil changer about the
hazards of used oil dumping
and providing convenient and
permanent collection sites. The
volunteer collection network
currently relied upon -in
Michigan is the product of the
Recycling Program's twelve
year effort. Nevertheless, the
eleven percent collection rate of
all motor oil available for
recycling falls well short of the
program's goal. The market
conditions in which one day a

collection site may be paid a
modest sum for the used oil
(often five cents per gallon) and
the next day be charged to have
it hauled away can only be
remedied by the stable supply
whi.c h would result from
government participation in the
effort. Legislation nee.ds to be
passed to officially encourage
used motor oil recycling.
On an individual basis, there
are a few things that we can do
as well. First, write to your
state representatives to let them
know that you are concerned
with the problem and ask them
about their ideas for a solution.
Second,
use
recycle d
lubrication products in your
own car; remem be r t he se
products are of high quality.
It is difficult to find these
products in this part of the
country but you can ask at your
parts store or the garage where
you have your work done if they
would be willing to offer
recycled products as an
alternative. Third, encourage
the garage that does your work
to participate as a volunteer
collection site. If you are one of
the majority of Americans who
changes their own oil, then call
around to locate a proper place
of disposal before you perform
the next change on your car.
Here in the Midwest, our
water is perhaps the most
valuable r esource. With a
minimum of effort, we can all
do our part to help preserve the
quality of that water. Put motor
oil on your list of recyclables
today.

each basket, which extend
from the track down to the the
baseline. This will give the
ARC an arena type look, and
will enable the new fans a
chance to give opposing teams
an added thing to think about.
These bleachers would soon
pay-off as more tickets can then
be sold for WWF events.
With the enhanced
game atmosphere intact, I now
turn to recruiting. Imagine
yourself a high school senioryour being recruited by several
schools in the AMCU
including, Valparaiso. You
arrive for your visit already
aware that the team is young
and can use some immediate
contributions.
You are sold on the fact that
Valparaiso offers the best
educational opporunity in the
AMCU and that the athletes
actually are graduating at a

higher rate than the student
body. You realize that this
could be a good situation.
However, you are hesitant
because of Valparaiso's
reputation for apathy towards
athletics. You arrive at the
game that evening and are
confronted with the ARC,
packed with screaming fans.
The team loses the game, but
they've won a recruit; you
decide to enroll.
This is how the
recruiting process is often won.
Moreover, with Valparaiso's
proximity to Chicago and Gary,
a recruit will be able to avail
himself of all the ammenities of
a private education outside the
city, without having to stray too
far from the nest.
If these proposals are
implemented, it is possible that
this school will have a winning
program

r-------------------------.

Swim team wins intramural crown

By Lorin Schuchardt
Assistant Sports Editor
The law school swim team
extended its unbeaten streak to
10 straight championships as
they outswam the competition
in the annual intramural swim
meet held on February 27.
This year's team includes
3Ls John Drier, Brian Welch,
captain Brett Schenck, 2L Dave
Read and alumnus Paul
Stanford.
Together they
compiled a team score of 58
points as they kept up the r
winning tradition, the law
school having never lost a
swim meet.
Despite the nine point .
margin of victory over the
second place Pikes who had 49
points,
victory
was
questionable during the
competition; the team had to
overcome the disadvantage of
not having a diver and not
being able to compete in the
400 medley relay, as each
swimmer is only allowed t o

compete in three events
Individual winners included
Schenck in the 100 freestyle
and
Sanford in the 50
breastsroke and 100 individual
medley. Second place finishes
were turned in by Drier in the
200 freestyle, Schenc
the 50
freestyle, Read in the 100
freestyle and by Dri er,
Schenck, Welch and Sanford in
the 100 medley relay. However
the most exciting performance
of the day had to go to Welch in
the 50 fly. The first time up,
there was a false start, but
Welch and three other
swimmers were unaware of the
mishap and swam the whole
race.
In round two, again there
was a false start, but this time
Welch was the only one
swimming the race. At this
point, Drier jumped in the
water and caught him at the
turn. Finally on the third try
t hey got it right and Welch
overcame his fatigue on his
way to a third place finish.

L-------------------------'

Witch, from page 7
tone.
"It's become so that you don't
know what to call a minority or
ethnic group anymore. They
change their identification label
almost everyday it seems.
Furthermore, people are ·changing
what they call themselves, so as to
get special entitlements." Phineas
said.
"Hmmrnm." I said.
"Furthermore," he said, "this
whole politically-correct stuff is
invading the law."
"How so?" I asked.
"Well," he said, "You have to
be careful of what you write in your
briefs and seminar papers. And
you especially have to be careful of
how you answer in class, because
the PC Police have informers all
over the place. And if you mess 1;lP.
they'll pay you a visit." he said.
"What can you do?" I said
sympathetically.
"I just don't know anymore."
said a disillusioned Phineas.
'"They're criticizing everything that
I learned as a boy. They say that

the moral values and ethics that I
lear ned from my parents are
irrelevant now. They say the way
my grandparents and greatgrandparents thought and acted
are unacceptable now."
"Well," I sighed, "times do
change, you realize."
"I don't know about that."
Phin eas said. "This whole
politically-cor rect
business
reminds me of Animal Farm."
"I'm sure everything will
work out just :fine." I said.
"I ho pe so." quavered
Phineas. "I noticed that they're
constructing a gallows behind the
law school." he said.
"Really?" I said.
"How much did all of thai
cost?" I wondered.
"I don't know, but I was
wondering why they raised our
tuition for next year." Phineas said.
"Well, take care of yourself,"
I said, as I got up to go to Civ Pro,
"and make sure you stay politically
correct."

